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Will you take a trip with me, a long, miraculous journey?
IF starts with God choosing a normal guy from normal beginnings, and
enabling that guy to make lots of hit records; star in major movies; host
highly rated TV shows and specials; hobnob with kings and queens,
presidents and prime ministers; father four beautiful daughters with his
beautiful wife, Shirley, and share sixty-five years of marriage, resulting in
sixteen grandkids and eleven greats (and counting); have exciting business
successes like owning a professional basketball team and a TV station;
start worldwide humanitarian organizations; and more, lots more.
But wait! Along the way, God taught this “normal guy” some supernatural
facts and lessons that can be of supernatural benefit to you!
IF you’re wondering—I was that guy, of course, and while you may or
not know my “celebrity” and public achievements, hardly anybody but my closest friends
and family know of the hardships, disappointments, and tragedies we’ve experienced. But
God has proved Himself real to us and helped us survive—and thrive—through it all! He
has showed us simple, basic truths we all desperately need. And they can make an eternal,
equally miraculous difference in your journey. IF… IF… IF…
Interested? I hope you are. I want to share my journey with you.
And yes of course, there is more!

Join the SkyWatchTV Investigative Team and the ladies of Simply HIS as they sit down
with Pat Boone in this 3-part Video Companion guide to Pat’s new book IF: The Eternal
Choice We Must All Make.
In The Big IF, famous singer, actor, and self-proclaimed “Christian Activist” Pat Boone takes
you on a trip through his illustrious career spanning over six decades! Pat shares how his
original plan for his life was that of a quiet preacher/teacher’s life but God had a different plan
that sent Pat all over the globe to dine with Kings and Queens as he shared the message of
Christ through his unique life!
YOURS NOW FOR YOUR DONATION OF ONLY $35.00 PLUS S/H!

Pat Boone Shares About Angelic Visitations,
And God’s Intervention In His Life!
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In the new documentary film Ragnarok: Humanity’s Last
Stand, visionary filmmaker Josh Peck takes you on a journey
through the ancient prophecy from the Book of Revelation
about a burning mountain that falls from the sky, bringing
devastation to the world, and what scientists and
NASA have to say about it! In this explosive
documentary film you will learn: • How the
“Wormwood Prophecy” connects to our
modern age! • Whether the coming asteroid,
Apophis, could be the harbinger of destruction!
• The science, history, and prophecies,
surrounding asteroid impact! • Dr. Thomas Horn’s
full end times vision of destruction! • What NASA is saying about Apophis, and what
we can do about this threat!
You’ll also receive the behind the scenes interview Ragnarok:
Destruction Unveiled where SkyWatchTV’s own Drew Graffia
sits down with visionary filmmaker Josh Peck to talk about:
• His filmmaking process! • What goes into a project
of this magnitude! • What his initial reaction to Dr.
Thomas Horn’s end times vision was! • And what it
is like to handle such apocalyptic material!
But that’s not all!
We’re also including the never before seen exclusive content
entitled Ragnarok: Mountains of Judgment where you will take
a deep dive into the prophecy AND science behind asteroids,
and how this relates to the coming space rock named
after the Egyptian god of chaos, Apophis!
Uncover the prophecies of destruction and learn
the mysteries of the last days! This amazing DVD
collection (with a retail value of over $75) is available
ONLY through SkyWatch TV!

“Click” or call to order yours now for a donation of only $35.00 plus S/H !
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THE MYSTERY OF RAGNAROK AND
THE SECOND COMING OF JESUS: WHAT
FOLLOWS THE THIRD TRUMPET?
Dr. Thomas R. Horn, SkyWatch TV CEO
and Saturn. This entity is linked to both mountains and the
underworld in all his incarnations. In fact, the word kur in
Sumerian means both “mountain” and “netherworld,” which
means that the “Mountain House” of Enlil carries the double
meaning of “Underworld House.”
Elsewhere, the Amorites of western Mesopotamia believed
that Enlil’s alter ego, El, dwelt on Mount Hermon. The
Hurrian incarnation, Kumarbi, created a giant stone monster,
Ullikummi (essentially a sentient mountain), to battle
the storm-god, Teshub. One of Dagan’s epithets along the
Euphrates in Syria, where he was worshiped as the supreme
god, was bēl pagrê—“lord of the corpse,” or “lord of the
funerary offering.”3 And you are probably familiar with the
story of the rebellion of Zeus/Jupiter and the Olympians
against the Titans, led by Kronos/Saturn, and the latter’s
imprisonment in Tartarus after losing the war.
The link between Enlil/El/Dagan/Kronos and the abyss is
one of the reasons we connect the Titans of Greek mythology,
whose king was Kronos, to the “sons of God” of Genesis 6
and the Watchers of the Book of 1 Enoch. Peter specifically
described the punishment of the angels who sinned, referring
to the Genesis 6 event, as tartaróo—literally, “thrust down
to Tartarus.”4 It’s important to note that tartaróo is used only
once in the Bible, and it is not interchangeable with Hades
(hell). Tartarus—the abyss—was a separate place, “as far
beneath Hades as heaven is above Earth.”5
Peter knew this. By his day, the Jews of Judea had been under
Greek and Roman control, and exposed to their religion, for
three and a half centuries. There is ample evidence in the

You may be aware that a groundbreaking new documentary
film has just been released titled RAGNAROK:
HUMANITY’S LAST STAND, which features me and
numerous astrophysicists and scholars (including astronomers
from CERN) that consider important observations about
Revelation 8, the chapter that includes the famous Wormwood
prophecy. This is the judgment that accompanies the blowing
of the third trumpet, when “a great star” falls from heaven,
“blazing like a torch.”1 The judgment prior to that, after the
second angel sounds his trumpet, is just as ominous:
The second angel blew his trumpet, and something like
a great mountain, burning with fire, was thrown into the
sea, and a third of the sea became blood.
A third of the living creatures in the sea died, and a
third of the ships were destroyed. (Revelation 8:8–9)
It’s well known that stars in the Bible often represent
angels. But mountains, and specifically burning mountains,
also denote supernatural beings in ancient Jewish thought.
But did you know other ancient cultures also viewed asteroids
as messengers of their gods? For example, the temple of Enlil,
the chief god of Mesopotamia before the rise of Babylon and
Marduk, was called the E-kur, or “Mountain House.” One
of the god’s main titles was “Great Mountain.”2 Enlil was
identified across the ancient world as the deity who was the
king of the second generation of gods, inheriting (or taking)
kingship from the sky-god before eventually turning it over
(or losing it) to a storm-god.
The “Great Mountain” Enlil was also the same entity known
elsewhere as El, Dagan (Dagon to the Philistines), Kronos,
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Simplified chart showing generations and gods of ancient cultures.
be roughly translated as “burning ones.” And that clarifies a
section of Scripture from Ezekiel:
You were an anointed guardian cherub.
I placed you; you were on the holy mountain of God;
in the midst of the stones of fire you walked.
You were blameless in your ways
from the day you were created,
till unrighteousness was found in you.
In the abundance of your trade
you were filled with violence in your midst,
and you sinned;
so I cast you as a profane thing from the mountain of
God,
and I destroyed you, O guardian cherub,
from the midst of the stones of fire.
(Ezekiel 28:14–16; emphasis added)
Some Bible scholars speculate that these verses are evidence
of the destruction of a planet that once occupied the orbit of
the rocks that float between Mars and Jupiter in the asteroid
belt, perhaps during an angelic rebellion before the creation
of Adam. Allow us to suggest another explanation.
The seraphim of Isaiah 6 serve as guardians of the throne
of God, like the “guardian cherub” of Ezekiel 28 (and the
cherubim described in Ezekiel chapters 1 and 10). Thus, the
cherubim and seraphim may well be the same type of angel. In
fact, Ezekiel wrote that the cherubim of his vision “sparkled
like burnished bronze” (or “brass”), and “their appearance
was like burning coals of fire, like the appearance of torches
moving to and fro among the living creatures. And the fire
was bright, and out of the fire went forth lightning.”10
It’s safe to say that “burning ones” is a fair description of
these entities.
We know from Mesopotamian texts that the title “Great
Mountain” referred to one of the most prominent gods
of the ancient world, Enlil. Both terms—“burning” and
“mountain”—were used to describe angels in 1 Enoch. And

Septuagint, the Greek Old Testament translated by Jewish
scholars more than two hundred years before the birth of
Jesus, that religious Jews understood very well the connection
between the Titans, the Watchers, and the Nephilim.6 And
besides, Peter wrote under the influence of the Holy Spirit.
All of this—Greek tales of the monstrous Titans of old and
the burning mountains of Revelation—may have its origin
in older stories preserved in the Book of 1 Enoch. During his
travels with the archangel Uriel as his guide, Enoch is shown
“pillars of fire descending,” which he’s told are “angels who
mingled with the women.”7 From there:
I traveled to where it was chaotic. And there I saw a terrible
thing; I saw neither heaven above, nor firmly founded earth,
but a chaotic and terrible place. And there I saw seven of
the stars of heaven, bound and thrown in it together, like
great mountains, and burning in fire. Then I said, “For
what reason have they been bound, and for what reason have
they been thrown here?” Then Uriel said to me, one of the
holy angels who was with me, and he was their leader, he said
to me, “Enoch, why do you inquire, and why are you eager
for the truth? These are the stars of heaven that transgressed
the command of the Lord; they have been bound here until
ten thousand years are fulfilled—the time of their sins.”8 (1
Enoch 21:1–5; emphasis added)
In the passage above, the seven “stars of heaven” refer to
angels, just as they often do in the Old Testament. And, just
like the chief Sumerian god Enlil, they are also described
as “great mountains.” Other verses that refer to angels as
burning mountains are found in 1 Enoch 18:13 and 24:1.
Given our modern understanding of the concept of hell and
punishment, we can be forgiven for thinking that the burning
is part of their punishment. Not necessarily. The angels who
transgressed in 1 Enoch were bound, and that appears to be
the principal burden of their sentence. The mountains are
aflame simply because that is their nature.
The root word behind “seraphim,” saraph, derives from a
Hebrew verb that means “to burn.”9 Hence, “seraphim” may
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hail to execute God’s judgment on Egypt. And it will happen
again on a global scale when the first trumpet sounds.
The second trumpet (Revelation 8:8–9). A “great
mountain, burning with fire,” is thrown into the sea,
destroying a third of the ships and a third of the life in the
sea. As you might guess from the above, this may well be
a reference to a powerful angel connected to a meteorite or
asteroid. More evidence for this theory comes from a vision
given to the prophet Zechariah:
Then he said to me, “This is the word of the Lord to
Zerubbabel: Not by might, nor by power, but by my
Spirit, says the Lord of hosts. Who are you, O great
mountain? Before Zerubbabel you shall become a plain.
And he shall bring forward the top stone amid shouts of
‘Grace, grace to it!” (Zechariah 4:6–7; emphasis added)
Zechariah’s vision occurred around 520 BC.14 At that point
in history, the “Great Mountain” Enlil had been eclipsed
by Marduk in the Mesopotamian pantheon because of the
emergence of the Babylonian kingdom of Nebuchadnezzar.
However, Enlil had been king of the gods for at least two
thousand years, and he continued to be worshiped into the
Christian era by the Romans and Phoenicians as Saturn and
Baal-Hammon. (Note that the great winter festival at Rome
was Saturnalia, not Jupiteralia, even though Jupiter was king
of the Roman pantheon.)
Contrary to many Bible commentaries that interpret
Zechariah’s vision as a symbol of overcoming great obstacles,
we believe it was a message directed at an ancient entity who
led the rebellion of the Watchers at Mount Hermon.
Now, the burning mountain of the second trumpet judgment
is probably not the same entity. Peter and Jude wrote that the
rebellious angels of Genesis 6 are chained in darkness until
the judgment.15 Zechariah’s vision simply adds weight to the
testimony of Enoch, who saw angels as “burning mountains”
in the netherworld, and the references to the “stones of fire”
on the mountain of God, Eden, in Ezekiel 28.
Whoever it is, the burning mountain of Revelation 8:8-9 is
joined to a destroying angel of great power, and he will bring
unprecedented destruction to those on the sea and in it.
The third trumpet (Revelation 8:10–11). Not much needs
to be said here since Wormwood is the focus of our study.
Suffice it to say that while the “great star” named Wormwood
may be a physical object from space, the evidence is just
as strong that this may be carrying another supernatural
entity tasked with carrying out God’s judgment—perhaps
by manipulating the asteroid that intersects earth’s orbit on
April 13, 2029.

what are burning mountains but “stones of fire,” the phrase
used in Ezekiel 28?
This suggests an alternate interpretation of the trumpet
judgments of Revelation 8: Perhaps what appear to be
prophecies of natural disasters—destructive weather, stars
and burning mountains falling from heaven, the sun and
moon dimmed in the sky—are actually the consequences
of angelic beings who are sent to earth to execute God’s
judgment on an unrepentant world.
In fact, we suggest that all seven of the trumpet judgments
may refer to both asteroids and accompanying supernatural
entities. We’ll summarize them briefly:
The first trumpet (Revelation 8:7). Hail and fire follow
the sounding of the first trumpet, echoing the plague against
Egypt described in Exodus 9:22–25. What Moses would
have known, and so we assume John would have been aware
of this as well, is that “hail” and “fire” were known deities
in the ancient world that are specifically described as angelic
beings by the psalmist Asaph:
He gave over their cattle to the hail
and their flocks to thunderbolts.
He let loose on them his burning anger,
wrath, indignation, and distress,
a company of destroying angels.
(Psalm 78:48–49; emphasis added)
“Hail” was Barad, a god known from the northern Syrian
city of Ebla as much as a thousand years before the Exodus
whose names roughly translates as “(big) Chill.”11 The
Hebrew word translated as “thunderbolts” is even more
interesting: reshephim is derived from the name of a wellknown Near Eastern deity, Resheph, who has had a long and
prominent career among pagan pantheons.
Resheph was a plague-god worshiped in western
Mesopotamia, the Levant, and Egypt at least as early as the
middle of the third millennium BC. He was depicted as an
archer who could spread disease with his arrows, which may
explain the occasional links between Resheph and lightning
in the Old Testament.12 (Or, this could be another descriptor
for angels who appear as “burning ones.”) The use of the
plural form of his name suggests that reshephim was a class
of supernatural being, perhaps a type of warrior angel. This
concept was apparently known to the pagan neighbors of
ancient Israel; in Sidon, a city on the Phoenician coast, an
inscription from the fifth century BC mentions that an entire
quarter of the town was named “land of the Reshephs.”13 So,
it appears that the reshephim were sent out with Barad as
a “company of destroying angels,” wielding lightning and
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descends to Earth. It is generally agreed by Bible scholars
that these stars are angels. If they are not the same third that
is prophesied in Revelation 8:12, the verses at least support
the idea that John’s fourth trumpet vision was about the spirit
realm and not an astronomical calamity.
The fifth trumpet (Revelation 9:1–11). This is one of the
more intriguing sections of the Book of Revelation. “A star
fallen from heaven” unlocks the abyss and lets out a horde
of locust-like creatures who are given five months to torment
those who are not sealed by God. Why five months? It’s not
a coincidence; it bookends the one hundred fifty days (five
thirty-day months on the lunar calendar) that Noah and
his family were aboard the ark before it came to rest in the
mountains of Ararat.16
In our view, this confirms that the terrifying locust-things
that swarm out of the abyss are not symbols that represent
man-made objects, such as modern attack helicopters, but
supernatural beings—specifically, the Watchers of Genesis
6 (i.e., the Titans of Greek myth), who were powerless to
save their children, the gigantic Nephilim, as they were
destroyed during the five months that the Flood covered the
earth. The five months the Watchers are allotted to torment
humanity during the end times is a bit of payback on the
children of men—but only those without the seal of God on
their foreheads.
An in-depth study of this section is beyond the scope of
this chapter and this book, but it’s safe to say that the star
that falls from heaven, the locusts, and Abaddon/Apollyon,
the king over those in the abyss, are supernatural beings.
The sixth trumpet (Revelation 9:13–21). After blowing
his trumpet, the sixth angel is commanded to release the four
angels bound in the Euphrates, who in turn lead an army of
two hundred million that kills a third of humanity. Again, a
deep study of this section is beyond the scope of this book;
whether the horsemen of the prophecy are literal cavalry,
John’s best effort to describe modern weapons, or angelic
warriors is immaterial here. The point is that this trumpet,
like the previous five, summons supernatural agents to carry
out God’s will.
The seventh trumpet (Revelation 11:15). This triggers a
series of events that culminates in the arrival of Antichrist,
the Beast who emerges from the sea in Revelation 13:1.
While Christian theologians have speculated on the identity
of this character for nearly two thousand years, we’re still
searching for a consensus candidate. Many in the firstcentury church believed he was Nero, not just because he’d
been an evil ruler who had persecuted the church, but because
of a popular rumor that the emperor had not actually died in
68 AD. The Nero Redivivus legend held that the disgraced
ruler had staged his death and fled east to Rome’s enemy,

Another star from heaven arrives when the fifth trumpet
sounds, and that star is unquestionably an angel. Wormwood
may be one as well.
The fourth trumpet (Revelation 8:12). A third of the sun,
moon, and stars is “struck,” or “smitten,” so that “a third of
their light might be darkened.” Of all of the seven trumpet
judgments, this one is least obviously connected to the
angelic realm. Still, there is scriptural evidence to support
the idea.
Early in Israel’s history, God gave Moses this warning:
Beware lest you raise your eyes to heaven, and when
you see the sun and the moon and the stars, all the host of
heaven, you be drawn away and bow down to them and
serve them, things that the Lord your God has allotted
to all the peoples under the whole heaven.
But the Lord has taken you and brought you out of the
iron furnace, out of Egypt, to be a people of his own
inheritance, as you are this day. (Deuteronomy 4:19–20)
The sun, moon, and stars have been worshiped as deities
for millennia. It was common practice among Israel’s pagan
neighbors. God warned the Israelites not to fall into that
deception. In our modern world, we might assume that God’s
warning was because those lights in the sky were imaginary
gods, but God’s message to Moses was to avoid the entities
worshiped as the sun, moon, and stars because they had been
allotted to the nations as their gods.
Furthermore, if the entities who masqueraded as the gods
of the sun, moon, and stars were imaginary, then what do we
make of this prophecy from Isaiah?
On that day the Lord will punish
the host of heaven, in heaven,
and the kings of the earth, on the earth.
They will be gathered together
as prisoners in a pit;
they will be shut up in a prison,
and after many days they will be punished.
Then the moon will be confounded
and the sun ashamed,
for the Lord of hosts reigns
on Mount Zion and in Jerusalem,
and his glory will be before his elders.
(Isaiah 24:21–23)
It’s hard to imagine how the sun, moon, and stars could
literally be “confounded,” “ashamed,” and held like
“prisoners in a pit,” much less punished. No, this prophecy
is about the entities who inspired and accepted worship by
presenting themselves to the ancient world as the gods of the
sun, moon, and stars. Remember, in Revelation 12:4, Satan
brings a third of the “stars of heaven” with him when he
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Parthia, from which he would lead a mighty army to reclaim
his throne. As strange as it sounds today, this belief persisted
into the fifth century!17
Focusing on a human candidate misses the point. John’s
description of a seven-headed monster emerging from the
sea, which often represents the abyss and/or chaos in the
Bible, is a symbol that would have been familiar to nearly
any religious person in the ancient world, regardless of their
belief. Stories of monsters or dragons from the sea, some
with seven heads, were common in the ancient Near East,
and they have been documented as far back as the middle of
the third millennium BC. (And, we should note, Apophis was
one of the chaos monsters of the ancient world.) A thorough
study of this topic is, again, beyond the scope of this chapter
and book, but it does illustrate that all seven of the trumpet
judgments are connected to supernatural actors.
Discerning the future requires understanding the past.
Studies of end-times prophecy often impose our modern
worldview onto texts that were written between two and
three thousand years ago, which yields interpretations that
would have been meaningless to those who lived in the days
of the prophets.
The timing of the arrival of asteroid Apophis makes it a
strong candidate to fulfill the Wormwood prophecy. April
13, 2029, coincides with the date on the Hebrew calendar
that marks the anniversary of the destruction of Jericho,
the Israelites’ first conquest as they entered the Promised
Land. Three and a half years earlier, October 13, 2025, is
Tishri 21, the final day of the annual Feast of Tabernacles,

the celebration of God’s victory over the rebellious gods of
the nations. A few days earlier, 17 Tishri, is the anniversary
of the fall of Babylon, which foreshadows the destruction
of Mystery Babylon, the end-times church of Antichrist,
during the seven-year period commonly called the Great
Tribulation.
Many of the prophecies in Revelation, the seven trumpet
judgments in particular, involve the active participation of
supernatural beings—angels, devils, demons, and things that
don’t easily fit into any categories that we’ve been taught in
church. Yet, the evidence is there, and these things were well
known to the prophets and apostles. So, it is possible that the
second and third trumpets—the “burning mountain” and the
great star “blazing like a torch” that bring destruction to the
waters of the world—are judgments carried out by powerful
angels traveling with or upon calamities that are set to fall
from the sky.
Are we correct that the asteroid of Revelation 8 will impact
the earth in 2029? Will a pre-Tribulation Rapture occur 3.5
years earlier, during the prophetic Feast of Tabernacles? Or
a few days earlier, during the prophetic Feast of Trumpets
(placing the Church at the arriage supper of the Lamb in
heaven for the real Feast of Trumpets gathering around the
“House” of God, as was mirrored in the Old Testament?)
Time will tell. If nothing else, but as is vividly detailed in the
new film RAGNAROK, our appointment with Apophis is an
urgent reminder that we, the Church, must get busy fulfilling
our Lord’s command to make disciples of all nations. Time
is much shorter than most comprehend.
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THE FINAL NEPHILIM
SKYWATCH EXCLUSIVE!

In The Final Nephilim, author and researcher Ryan Pitterson details
how while many have portrayed the the Antichrist to be a charismatic,
military genius, he will actually be something far more sinister! He is
the Final Nephilim, a fallen angelic-human hybrid who will use occult
power to lure most of the world into the greatest deception in human
history.
The Final Nephilim also has special “QR” codes within the book
where you can access creative, value-added, and topically relevent
“bonus” content using your smartphone!
— Speaking of creative, value-added, and topically relevent “bonus” content...
Included is the exclusive Quantum Prophecy DVD,
where you can join SkyWatchTV’s own Josh Peck as he
sits down with Ryan Pitterson to discuss the relationship
that can be found between Quantum Physics
and several fascinating biblically prophetic
topics such as: • The Mark Of The Beast
• Ancient Antichrists • And Even Angels!
Also included are selected episodes from
Into The Multiverse for even added depth!
You will also recieve additional exclusive content
with The Assyrian DVD! Ryan Pitterson shares
details about an ancient evil who once walked
the earth and is set to not only return
up from the abyss, but also to enter
human flesh once again as well!
Learn about who this is, and the
reign of terror that has been plotted
for a long time!
ORDER YOURS NOW FOR A DONATION OF ONLY $35.00 PLUS S/H!

The Prophesied Seed Of The Serpent Is
Set To Return As... The Final Nephilim!?

The Assyrian - The Ancient Antichrist And
Foreshadow Of The Son Of Perdition,
The End Times Antichrist!
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Will The Watchers Return To “Mingle”
Their Seed With Mankind Once Again?
You Won’t Believe This!
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THE SATURN’S
REIGN PROPHECY PACKAGE!

Raised in a Jewish home with a deep hunger for understanding,
Messianic Rabbi Eric Walker searched for the answer as to why
Genesis 3:15 was never addressed in the Tenach (Hebrew Bible).
It became a lifelong passion in his search for the real truth as
he came to the Lord at age forty-five. In his book 3:15 - The
Genesis Of All Prophecy, you will • Learn how God’s first
prophecy impacts every chapter of Scripture • See how
Satan’s plan to eliminate the Jews would have catastrophic
consequences • Recognize how insidious and pervasive
Satan’s agenda has invaded every sphere of influence
• Have the scales fall from your eyes and see how history
has chronicled the adversary’s every move and no one saw it • Be empowered by
the Holy Spirit to play an important part in defeating this diabolical agenda • Be
compelled to make choices like you have never had to make before!
A new age began December 21, 2020. The Great Conjunction—a
meeting in the sky of the planets Jupiter and Saturn—heralded the
Age of Aquarius, a new golden age ruled by Saturn, the old god
who once reigned over a world of peace and plenty. It’s a lie. In
The Second Coming Of Saturn, the latest groundbreaking book
from author and researcher Derek P. Gilbert, you will discover:
• Why Lucifer is Saturn, not Satan! • Evidence that Saturn
was the leader of the rebellious “sons of God”! • The
identity of Apollyon, the angel of the bottomless pit! • The
connection between Mount Hermon and the Mount of
Olives! • Hidden Bible prophecies of God’s final judgment
on Saturn and the Watchers!
In the exclusive The Second Coming of Saturn DVD,
author and researcher Derek Gilbert takes you personally
through ALL 33 chapters in a deep-dive study guide into his
paradigm shifting new book The Second Coming
of Saturn. Included with the complete chapter
breakdowns are views of the relevant ancient
artifacts, maps, and more, all directly from the
source! Don’t miss out on having this incredible
resource for yourself!
YOURS NOW FOR YOUR DONATION OF ONLY $35.00 PLUS S/H!

Is The Return Of
“Old Saturn’s Reign”
Upon Us?

Mount Hermon, The
Mount Of Olives, And
The Angel Of The
Bottomless Pit!

The War Against
The Serpent And
The “Genesis Of All
Prophecy”
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Satan’s Ancient And
On-going War Against
The Jewish People!
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THE GREATSKYWATCHTV
DELUSION
SPECIAL OFFER!

For over a decade, the SkyWatch Team (SkyWatchTV, SkyWatch Films,
& Defender Publishing) has been carefully and quietly collecting private
research into the UFO/UAP and alien abduction phenomena. Finally, these
findings are being revealed on DVD in The Great Delusion:
The Second Coming Of Earth’s Oldest Enemy. From Josh
Peck, the visionary mind behind the multiple award winning film
Silent Cry: The Darker Side of Trafficking, now comes the
explosive documentary film concerning the rich history of the
extraterrestrial question, where the Official Disclosure Movement
is today, and what is coming our way in the next several years. Be prepared to have your
paradigm radically shifted after viewing:
• Why the Vatican is in possession of a telescope named L.U.C.I.F.E.R.
• How the Fatima Apparition is connected with UFO sightings
• Why the ancient and mysterious Anasazi suddenly disappeared from the historic record
• How alien abductions might be connected with chapter 6 of the Book of Genesis
• What mankind’s history is with UFOs
• Why we are now starting to see official disclosure
• If there is a secret alien/human hybridization program being conducted right now
• If there is a connection between aliens and supernatural entities such as demons and
fallen angels
• The amazing biblical prophecies that may point to an approaching UFO/UAP invasion
• What we can do to prepare for what’s ahead
With Vatican officials confessing to know of interactions between high-ranking
government officials and our “alien brothers,” the general public is being conditioned
not only to accept aliens as the more advanced and knowledgeable of Jesus’ “other
sheep.” Are we likewise also being conditioned to accept the arrival of an
ancient evil reborn in human flesh... the “Star God?” Could it be that this
star “god” is not fully a god but instead a human inhabited by the spirit
of the fallen Lucifer himself? Or will he be the ultimate transhumanist’s
dream, part human, part deity, just like the genetic hybrid Nephilim of old?
Look into these issues, and more, with the Rome and the Star God DVD!
In the information packed Astrobiology DVD presentation, the late author Cris
Putnam unpacks the assumptions of astrobiology and the Vatican’s uncanny interest
in extra-terrestrial life. Since 1992 four Jesuit astronomers have expressed a desire to
baptize ETs into the Catholic church. In May, 2014 Pope Francis shocked the
world by following suit remarking that even ETs might ask to be baptized.
Is this all just tongue in cheek or do they know something we don’t? In
light of two Vatican sponsored astrobiology conferences (2009-2014) many
suspect they do. Learn what the media isn’t telling you about UFOs and the
Vatican’s Plan for ET disclosure.

These

can be yours for a donation of only

The Great Delusion Is Here And Many
Will Be Deceived!

What Are Aliens? Angels... Or Demons?!
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$35.00 plus S/H !

With Our Government Confirming UFOs,
What’s Next?
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THE HANDMAIDENS
CONSPIRACY COLLECTION!

In the amazing book The Handmaidens Conspiracy, Reverend
Donna Howell uncovers the cultural and historic backdrop behind Paul’s
words in the New Testament that correct the record on some of the
most misinterpreted scriptures in modern history in relation to women,
their leadership role in the church, and helps you to understand properly
what Paul was responding to when the Epistles were written! In The
Handmaiden’s Conspiracy you will: • Follow the cultural and
historical backdrop behind Paul’s words in 1 Corinthians and
1 Timothy — the “trouble verses” in relation to the issue of
women’s leadership in the church! • Discover what the original
Greek nouns and adjectives meant in Paul’s “greeting” orders
and meet the unsung heroines that Paul addressed as his co-workers in ministry such as
Phoebe, Priscilla, Junia, and several others! • Reflect upon the women Jesus knew, both
from Scripture as well as in person, and the groundbreaking, permanent changes He made
regarding their rights, their value, and their role in delivering his message to the world!
Also, included in this special offer, Allie Henson and Reverend Donna
Howell’s shocking written exposé “Dark Covenant” which details how
the masses are being groomed to embrace the unthinkable while leaders
of organized religion make a deal with the devil! In this jaw-dropping
book you will learn: • How the church is being groomed to embrace the
unthinkable in preparation for the enforcement of the mark of the beast!
• How the true body of Christ is being slowly positioned to be
considered a public enemy, with the Bible labeled as hate speech
and possibly soon prohibited! • How much of western Christianity
has actually become a cult! • And, what the TRUE body of Christ
can do to survive the modern assault on Christianity!
But that’s not all, in this must have collection you’ll also receive “The
Dark Covenant Companion DVD”! Join Reverend Donna Howell, Allie
Henson and the SkyWatch Investigative team for this original 4-Part
series on DVD! This eye-opening expose is an essential
teaching tool that is already sending shockwaves through the
western religious establishment and is certain to help ready
the true remnant of God with the tools needed to navigate
the coming days of persecution!

YOURS NOW FOR YOUR DONATION OF ONLY $35.00 PLUS S/H!

Have Erroneous Bible Translations Hijacked A
Movement Started By Jesus Christ?

Discover The Forgotten And Unsung
Women Of The Bible!
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ARE

YOU CALLED TO “GO”?

Donna Howell, Defender Publishing CME
I cannot count the number of times I have heard a Christian
celebrate the moment they discover they have been “called
into ministry.” Sometimes this announcement is followed
by clear instructions the individual believes he or she has
been given by God as to what area of ministry they are
to serve in. But almost just as often, the announcement is
simply that, alone: The Christian has just—at this very altar
call, conference, church gathering, prayer time, or whatever
event—“been called.” Neither of these instances should
be treated as unimportant, and both should be celebrated.
However, intrinsic within the latter of these is a confusion
of terms that could cause onlookers to believe the process is
more mystical than it really is.
Why?
The Universality of the Call and Mission Field to
Every Christian
Follow this logic that I have already broken down in many of
my books prior: 1) Being a “Christian” (or “little Christ,” as
the etymology of the word reveals) automatically means one
has taken on the blessed challenge of becoming a disciple of
precious Yeshua’s teachings; 2) following His teachings and
taking on the moniker of “disciple” (Greek mathetes, literally
“student”) infers that we, too, in every area of the world and
each era from His Ascension forward, have accepted the
responsibility of the “Go and tell” command embedded in
the Great Commission (Matthew 28:16–20).
In other words: The moment one “becomes a Christian,”
he or she is already “called into ministry”! Technically

Simply His

speaking, a man would not need to experience “the call
on his life” at an event subsequent to his conversion. The
question is not “if” the call is there, but “what that call looks
like” for him, which leads to a thoughtful contemplation of
how his missionary work will be carried out…
Donna, you’re not suggesting that all of us are called to be
missionaries, are you?
That depends on one’s interpretation, but ultimately,
yes, that is what I’m suggesting…but don’t get me wrong.
The word “missionary” has, at least in the Western world,
come to refer to international travel and cross-cultural
communications of the Gospel. Believers hear “missionary”
and associate the concept with hostile tribes hiding in groves
waiting to pounce on God’s workers with spears and arrows,
similar to the fate of Nate Saint and his men back in the
1950s. (For the record, he has gone down in history as a
hero for his sacrifice that afterward led to an entire tribe
committing their hearts to Christ through the compassionate
responses of the leaders’ wives!) But to simplify, I would
suggest the following interpretation: ALL believers are
“missionaries,” as the term implies an action toward carrying
the Good News of Christ to the world, but not all of God’s
missionaries are called abroad. Some (including myself) are
clearly given opportunities to “mission” from home. Either
way, it’s a constant and active service. Jesus never called any
one of His followers to keep His Good News quiet.
Based on this logic, then, we can conclude that YOU are a)
called into ministry, and b) a missionary in the field (wherever
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that may be). For those who do recognize an international
tugging by the Holy Spirit to leave your home territory and
minister abroad, it wouldn’t hurt to consider the following…
Cross-Cultural Communications —A Necessary Part
of M issionary Training!
Throughout the entire book, Communicating Christ CrossCulturally: An Introduction to Missionary Communication
(second edition) by David J. Hesselgrave, one point is
made over and over again: Before a missionary travels to
a new world to preach on foreign soil, the culture must be
understood in addition to the native tongue. A man from the
States could be a master of Swahili, and still stick his foot
in his mouth five minutes off the plane if he doesn’t know
what might offend the Muslim locals of Zanzibar, Tanzania
in Africa.
To illustrate this point, I interviewed two missionary friends
of mine who recently returned from this very location, Jared
and Melissa (for safety and security, they have been renamed).
Thankfully, the Christian organization that assisted in
sending them to this area knew the importance of cultural
training above and beyond language classes. What they
experienced was already shocking enough, and the training
they received may have saved them from inadvertently losing
all credibility with the locals from the beginning. Let’s look
at only a few issues they faced:
Melissa was warned that, despite blisteringly hot weather
conditions, she would need to keep her head covered if she
wanted to communicate with either gender on the other side,
as uncovered hair in that culture is disrespectful. No doubt,
this contributed to physical discomfort in a major way.
She was also cautioned that women are not given the same
societal respect as men, and thus, she could never come
across as if she was debating, correcting, or even conversing
with a male beyond trivial hellos. This provided confusion
as she had been stationed as an English teacher in the local
school where she was instructed to keep an orderly class
with male students who would, the locals said, disrupt her
teaching. When Melissa asked how she is expected to lead
male students, she was told to remind them that she was
“older,” a sign of “wisdom” in that area that is expected to
at least offer her as much respect as a teacher would need to
conduct her lessons.
The marketplace of Zanzibar is built on the skill of
haggling. Skin color plays a major role in this regard. Jared,
a Caucasian, reports that this is occasionally an advantage,
because locals are happy to accommodate “the white man
on a slim budget” and agree to what he can realistically
afford overseas away from home. More often than not,
however, lighter skin and an accent “marks” the man as
“a rich American,” and even when prices are agreed upon
between buyer and seller, another man nearby from the local
family will intervene and start additional, multiple rounds
of haggling over the simplest items (like an apple), inflating

the prices of necessities through the roof. Remaining civil in
this exploitation is a must, if that same “white man” has any
intention of reaching the lost in his area.
Marriages are arranged by the men, and the women have
no say in the matter at all. In many cases, the young woman
being “sold” through a dowry arrangement with her father
has never met, or become well acquainted with, her husband.
Melissa spoke with one such woman prior to her wedding and
asked if she expected to be severely beaten by her husband
as many wives in that culture legally are, and her response,
though jovial in its tone, was simply, “I hope not.” It weighed
heavily on Melissa’s heart that her friend might face physical
abuse if she slipped up in any of her wifely duties, such as
“not being in the mood to cook that day.” Additionally, Islam
allows for polygamy, so the husband can have up to four
wives, living with whichever of his wives he chooses on a
given day, assuming he can financially provide for them all.
A house must be provided for each woman, and they are
not allowed to live together as a way of avoiding drama, so
reaching out to a fellow wife for comfort is limited.
Children are expected as an outcome of the union, and once
a woman is pregnant, she is to hide the pregnancy for as long
as she can, in order to avoid a “curse” being placed on her
through evil spirits (related to a concept of the “Evil Eye” in
folk Islam). Missionary training didn’t completely cover this
subject, and Jared and Melissa, only meaning to be a source
of encouragement, asked a secretary at the local school who
was pregnant with twins when she was due. Her answer
was reserved, and it wasn’t until later that our missionaries
realized such a question likely made the woman fear that
they may have planned to curse her children upon birth.
After a baby is born, it is taken to the local witch doctor
and the eyebrows are colored black and thick to ward off evil
and protect the newborn from evil and/or crib death. (The
link between eyebrows and evil was a bit of a mystery—
suggesting that perhaps the locals of Zanzibar follow
tradition without always knowing the origin and purpose of
the ritual—but it may draw its roots from the buri nazar
[Hindi for “Evil Eye”] in India.) Though the locals expect
to see this on the face of every person born on the island, to
Jared and Melissa, it was just as disturbing as the small, yarn
bracelet wrapped around every newborn’s wrist to protect
them from baby-snatching demons.
If a woman is raped, regardless of circumstances, she may
face a potential “mercy killing” or “honor killing” to relieve
the family of the stain of shame connected to the incident.
Though this is not always the route the men in the victim’s
family will take against their mother, sister, or cousin in
Zanzibar, our Western world cannot even imagine such an
“act of intervention and restoration on behalf of the victim
and her family”! Yet, for as much as this culture appears to
stand for fidelity in marriage (albeit polygamous), “adultery
runs rampant in those parts,” Jared attests, creating more
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victims than the area protects. (Thankfully, Jared and
Melissa have not yet experienced the death of a friend as a
result of such an “honor killing.”)
Zanzibar is a hot-spot for wealthy travelers who seek
exotic-destination vacations or retirement, so the natives are
accustomed to communicating with foreigners of a different
faith than Islam. However, any soul born into a Muslim
family must remain a Muslim, and there is no choice to
convert to any other faith—especially Christianity, as it
is perceived to be “the religion of the immoral West.” (In
fact, a Christian can say, “I follow Jesus,” but in an Islamic
territory, he or she cannot say, “I am a Christian” without
immediately being dismissed as a blasphemer of Allah or an
immoral degenerate.) One native who did, in fact, convert to
Christianity just prior to Jared and Melissa’s arrival on the
island as a result of the established missionary endeavor they
were coming to join, was made to face unthinkable torture
(the likes of which is so disturbing that I cannot include any
details in this article). From what we understand, this man
eventually escaped his family’s captivity and has gone into
hiding.
The loud speakers from mosques all over the island begin
blaring—disharmoniously and in competition with each
other—at around 5:00 in the morning. It’s the first of five calls
to prayer that the island observes per day, the last one taking
place around 8:00 at night. Jared and Melissa report that if
this same kind of commotion were to be blasted from any
house in the States, the police would no doubt be responding
quickly to several “disturbance of the peace” calls. Yet on
Zanzibar, the locals are expected to rise and participate. The
negative impact this had on our missionaries was not simply
a lack of sleep, but of the culturally oppressive nature of the
area that forced all natives into only one permissible form of
worship. In the States, if someone is sincerely seeking God
and religion, bookstores everywhere offer ample resources
for him or her to begin that spiritual journey. Islamic culture
places a ban on any resource that conflicts with Islamic
teaching, so “another religion” (or faith system) is never an
option to begin with. Without a missionary to bring in “white

man’s religion” from the outside, the islanders remain lost.
And folks, this is just the “tip of the iceberg,” as they say.
These stories and experiences could go on for hours. Imagine
what communicational train-wrecks could have transpired
between Jared and Melissa and the Muslims of Africa had
they not been sufficiently warned ahead of time how not to
“step on toes” when they landed.
But I’m not sharing this for discouragement! International
missionary work is absolutely and intrinsically a part of the
Great Commission to which work many of Christ’s disciples
are called.
For those of you who have given your life to this work, God
bless you. We, at SkyWatch TV and Defender Publishing
THANK YOU for your commitment to the Kingdom of God!
For those of you who have not yet taken this step to leave
home and minister across the seas but feel as if that is your
calling: Make sure that cultural training—and not just
lingual training—is a part of your preparation before you
leave! Thanks to sources like Hesselgrave’s work in his
Communicating Christ Cross-Culturally, we have materials
that will give us a starting point.
Encoding and Decoding the Missionary’s Message
The purpose of this article is not to be a comprehensive
training guide to missionaries, and we try here at SkyWatch
and Defender to keep all articles under a certain word limit.
Therefore, beyond highly recommending Hesselgrave’s
work as a “must-read” for anyone considering international
missions, I will choose merely one area of his work to focus
on: encoding and decoding the missionary message.
In chapter 4, page 40, under the heading “A Basic Model of
the Communication Process,” Hesselgrave explains that the
process by which a communicator (or “source”) delivers a
message to his recipient (or “respondent”). For a few pages,
he explains that the message one wishes to communicate is
not an independently existing thing, but a bit of information
that initially exists only in the mind of the communicator.
He must first “encode” his message in a way that it will be
received by the hearer. “Encoding involves the utilization
of mind and body to put the message…into some kind of
a coded system,” while “decoding reverses the process and
turns the code back into a message.”1 He goes on to say that
“a source encodes messages by putting them into verbal or
nonverbal codes that must be available to the respondent if
true communication is to take place.”2
In other words, if Steve wants to communicate Christ
to the Muslim Inaya, he must: 1) consider the message of
Christ he wishes to ultimately land on Inaya; 2) “encode”
that message in terms that will sensitively relate to her in
her native tongue, cultural surroundings, and worldview;
and 3) deliver it in such a way that the culture of the Bible
is not forgotten while it is compared to Islam. From there,
Inaya will hear the words that are spoken, but the portion
that “sinks in” and stays with her will be that which was
“decoded” properly on her end (even though the decoding
process is never discussed and usually occurs without one’s
intention or knowledge).
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Imagine your neighbor has never eaten an apple, and has only
experienced oranges in his whole life. One day, as you’re out
picking from your apple tree, you have the opportunity to gift
him with the extra harvest. He looks at your basket of apples
with a raised eyebrow, considering the fruit to be foreign and
bizarre. Even if both parties are fluent in English, you would
likely not, in this example, successfully explain all elements
of an apple if he has never tried one, because eating an apple
is only fully understood after the experience of partaking
of it. Nor would you bombard him with your own apple
experiences in such a way as to put down or condescend his
own love for oranges, or else you will lose your audience
early on and come across as arrogant. Instead, you would
begin by “encoding” your thoughts about the apple in a
way he could properly “decode” it on his end, based on his
experiences with oranges. You would explain how an apple
is similar to, but different from, the oranges he has eaten,
and do it in such a way that he can understand and appreciate
the commonalities between the fruits while simultaneously
seeing why you believe the apple to be a superior “fruit
encounter.” If he takes the apple and proceeds to “encounter
it” (eat it), successful communication in the “encoding” and
“decoding” has occurred. (Obviously, missionary work in
communicating the Gospel is more difficult than this, but

this is a basic example.)
In relation to the Gospel, rushing in and preaching into the
faces of a foreign audience—as well-meaning and zealous
as that approach might be—could end in verbal (and perhaps
physical, depending on the area of the world) tragedy. To
take a more Pauline approach (as it is described throughout
Acts), discovering what the locals believe and how they
feel in their local worldview about God and the universe is
the beginning. Like the neighbor with the oranges, it may
take a while for one’s mind to open to your experience with
Christ. But once they feel that there may be another answer
to religion than the one they’ve been groomed to accept, this
is an open door to invite them into further interaction with
the Divine through your help and experience with “apples”
(Jesus).
One taste of His true nature through a power-encounter of
their own—one that is born from sincere seeking and guided
by the Spirit—will leave them hungry for the kind of “fruit”
that only Jesus can provide for the eternal soul.
Consider this both in the international, as well as the local,
missions you plan to carry out in the Name of our Savior. Let
this kind of communication be the starting point wherever
you minister to the lost!

Endnotes:
1
Hesselgrave, David J. 1991. Communicating Christ Cross-Culturally: An Introduction to Missionary Communication. 2nd ed. Grand Rapids, MI:
Zondervan Publishing House, 41.
2
Ibid., 47.
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economically sustainable
growing practices
•
Certified Organic*
– Coffees grown without
pesticides, herbicides, or
chemical fertilizers
•
U.S. Shipping Only
Roast Level: Medium Region: Multi-regions of
Central America Varietal(s): Blend In the Cup:
Sweet Floral, Fruity, Bakers Chocolate, Caramel.

—

$12.95 PLUS S/H! —
* USA SHIPPING ONLY! *

yours for only

TORNADO WATCH
COFFEE

•
12 ounce sealed bag
•
Available in Ground or
Whole Bean
•
Fairly Traded
– Agriculturally and
economically sustainable
growing practices
•
Certified Organic*
– Coffees grown without
pesticides, herbicides, or
chemical fertilizers
•
U.S. Shipping Only
Roast Level: Dark Region: Indonesia, Africa,
South America Varietal(s): Blend In the Cup:
Strong Body; Walnut, Dark Chocolate, Sweet
Pipe Tobacco, and Dark Fruit.

—

$12.95 PLUS S/H! —
* USA SHIPPING ONLY! *

yours for only

ISLAND GIRL
COFFEE

•
12 ounce sealed bag
•
Available in Ground or
Whole Bean
•
Fairly Traded
– Agriculturally and
economically sustainable
growing practices
•
Certified Organic*
– Coffees grown without
pesticides, herbicides, or
chemical fertilizers
•
U.S. Shipping Only
A light roast costa rican coffee gives primarily a
clean and sweet flavor profile with a slight acidity.
Notes of honey, grape, citrus and molasses.

—

$12.95 PLUS S/H! —
* USA SHIPPING ONLY! *

yours for only

We’r e I n S K Y WAT C H T V S T O R E .C O M
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The Simply His Coffee Shop
THAI LEMONGRASS
GINGER

•
2 ounce canister of
carefully crafted loose-leaf
•
Brews into between 20
and 30 delicious 8 ounce
cups for each canister
•
U.S. Shipping Only
A tangy, herbal blend
of light ginger and sweet
citrus fruit notes.

•
•
•

SIMPLY HIS TEA SAMPLER

—

Four 2 ounce canisters of carefully crafted looseleaf
Brews into between 20 and 30 delicious 8 ounce
cups for each canister
U.S. Shipping Only

EARL GREY

HAND SELECTED BY THE SIMPLY HIS CAST:

Lemongrass Ginger: A tangy, herbal blend of light
ginger and sweet citrus fruit notes.
Earl Grey: Fragrant Italian Bergamot is paired with
fine Orange Pekoe teas from China, India, and Sri
Lanka with notes of sweet orange, tangerine, and a
hint of lemon zest.
Irish Breakfast: Grown at elevations of 1,000 to
2,000 feet gives this Estate Orange Pekoe blend a
smooth and balanced flavor. Wonderful alone, or with
a spot of milk to start your day.
Spicey Earl Grey: Classic Earl Grey combined with
chai spices provides a spicy yet surprisingly smooth
blend.

—

$9.95 PLUS S/H! —
* USA SHIPPING ONLY! *

yours for only

—

$32.00 PLUS S/H! —
* USA SHIPPING ONLY! *

•
2 ounce canister of
carefully crafted loose-leaf
•
Brews into between 20
and 30 delicious 8 ounce
cups for each canister
•
U.S. Shipping Only
Fragrant Italian Bergamot
is paired with fine Orange
Pekoe teas from China,
India, and Sri Lanka with
notes of sweet orange,
tangerine, and a hint of
lemon zest.

$9.95 PLUS S/H! —
* USA SHIPPING ONLY! *

yours for only

yours for only

IRISH BREAKFAST

—

Simply His
MANGO TANGO

—

•
2 ounce canister of
carefully crafted loose-leaf
•
Brews into between 20
and 30 delicious 8 ounce
cups for each canister
•
U.S. Shipping Only
A
bright
combination
of mango and delightful
tropical
fruits
dance
together in a lively loose
leaf black tea blend that
is naturally sweetened by
the fruits themselves.

$9.95 PLUS S/H! —
* USA SHIPPING ONLY! *

yours for only

•
2 ounce canister of
carefully crafted loose-leaf
•
Brews into between 20
and 30 delicious 8 ounce
cups for each canister
•
U.S. Shipping Only
Grown at elevations of
1,000 to 2,000 feet gives
this Estate Orange Pekoe
blend
a
smooth
and
balanced flavor. Wonderful
alone, or with a spot of
milk to start your day.

$9.95 PLUS S/H! —
* USA SHIPPING ONLY! *

yours for only

SPICY EARL GREY

•
2 ounce canister of
carefully crafted loose-leaf
•
Brews into between 20
and 30 delicious 8 ounce
cups for each canister
•
U.S. Shipping Only
Classic
Earl
Grey
combined
with
chai
spices provides a spicy
yet surprisingly smooth
blend.

—

$9.95 PLUS S/H! —
* USA SHIPPING ONLY! *

yours for only

The Simply His Coffee Shop

THE BISTRO TWO-TONE CERAMIC MUG

• Ceramic, 16 oz. capacity • Sleek black exterior with curved handle • Choose from 4 interior color options
• Recommended hand washing *NOT DISHWASHER / MICROWAVE SAFE*

—
•

yours for only

$10.00 EACH PLUS S/H EACH! —

THE SIMPLY HIS COMPLETE 4 MUG SET

Includes one each of the 4 interior color options!

—

yours for only

$30.00 PLUS S/H! —

“SIMPLY HIS”
BLACK & WHITE T-SHIRT

—

•
Grey T-Shirt with
Silvery “Simply His” Logo
with White Strips on Sleeves
•
5 oz., 60/40 combed
ring spun cotton polyester
•
Black/White and White/
Black are 100% combed
ring spun cotton
•
Adult Sizes and Youth
Sizes available More sizing
information is available at
the linked site
yours for only

$28.00 PLUS S/H! —

“SIMPLY HIS”
TEAL FOIL T-SHIRT

—

•
Short Sleeve T-Shirt
with Teal Foil “Simply His”
Logo with Coverstitched
Collar and Sleeves
•
Ash is 99/1 airlume
combed ring spun cotton/
polyester
•
Side seams
•
Retail Fit, Unisex
Sizing, Adult Sizes Only
More sizing information is
available at the linked site
yours for only

$28.00 PLUS S/H! —

Recent Visits To
The Simply His Coffee Shop :

From A Caststrophic Heart Condition To
A Supernatural Healing!

Tobby And Charisse Parton Testify
To Miraculous Healing, Watch And
Be Inspired To Believe!

The Parton’s Testimony Of
God’s Continued Help, Provision, &
Continued Miraculous Intervention!
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A Note To Consider:
The coincidence of Christ “accidentally” fulfilling only eight of the Old Testament prophecies, Lee
Strobel of The Case for Christ: A Journalist’s Personal Investigation of the Evidence of Jesus says,
is “one chance in one hundred million billion. That number is millions of times greater than the total
number of people who’ve ever walked the planet!… [Renowned mathematician, Peter W. Stoner] also
computed that the probability of fulfilling [only] forty-eight prophecies was one chance in a trillion,
trillion, trillion, trillion, trillion, trillion, trillion, trillion, trillion, trillion, trillion, trillion, trillion!”1
To deny such mathematical odds would be hubris, plain and simple. The verdict is in:
Jesus Christ is, was, and always will be exactly who and what He said. Praise the Savior!
Reference:
1
Strobel, Lee, The Case for Christ… Kindle ed.; locations 3024–3031.

— Donna Howell

Hel p Whisperin g Ponies Ranch
continu e to serve, brin g healing to
children and adults-Hel p a child
learn to trust again!
• Sponso r A Pon y!
• “Click” Thi s Blu e Sticky Not e!
• Donate at :
SkyWatchTV.com

• Or cal l 84 4-750-4985

A Look At What We Do
At Whispering Ponies Ranch!

2022 Update From
Whispering Ponies Ranch!

Why Did Tom And Nita Horn Start
Whispering Ponies Ranch?
What Happens There?

A Day At Camp
At Whispering Ponies Ranch!

Teen Reach Camps
At Whispering Ponies Ranch!
Part 1

Teen Reach Camps
At Whispering Ponies Ranch!
Part 2
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MEANWHILE,
BACK AT THE RANCH:
THE LEAST OF THESE
Nita Horn, Whispering Ponies Ranch CEO
These “Meanwhile, Back at the Ranch” articles that we
release quarterly are always an attempt to help our supporters
understand our efforts and subsequent successes in reaching
the people God places in our path to minister to through our
beloved (and growing!) collection of therapeutic animals.
As a result, the testimony that is shared is not always our
own personal, come-to-Jesus story. In this particular
SkyWatch Magazine volume, however, I would like to use
my own history as a unique example of how we are reaching
lives every year at Whispering Ponies Ranch (WPR). The
following is pulled from the autobiographical epic, The
Boy from El Mirage—as written by my husband, Thomas
Horn—detailing the earliest days of our belief in Christ:
Days after Billy Graham led Nita through the sinner’s
prayer over the television…we headed to a church in
Amity, Oregon. We had no idea of what to expect once
we arrived, but we were guarded nonetheless, as we both
had ingrained expectations of “hellfire and brimstone”
folk residing in places such as these: [In our young,
raw, and inexperienced ideas, Church people were]
sharks, waiting to taste blood in the water and attack the
weakest among them for their own gain. The concept of
judgment within a church building had not been lost on
Nita or myself.
What we found there was precisely the opposite of what
we feared, and it was exactly what we needed. Thank
God for that, because had we been greeted with disdain
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for our appearance or having been a little rough around
the edges with no formal training on how to behave in
a church setting (as so many have been before and after
us), we may have said phooey on the whole deal and
fallen back into old patterns of behavior or thought. Yet,
the church, as small as the congregation was, was packed
with loving mentors. Each person was as interested in
us as the next: They wanted to know where we came
from, what we did for a living, what our interests were,
whether Nita liked to cook, whether I liked to play golf,
and generally who we were as people. I was a little taken
aback, because I knew that sincere Christians would
care about our belief system and eternal fate, but I didn’t
realize they would care about us as individuals before
they knew whether we were saved.
These people nurtured and discipled Nita and me,
caring and loving the people they were talking to, and
never pressuring us beyond comfort to take in too much
too fast about this Christ fellow we didn’t really know
very well. They were all immediately friends first, and
that opened our ears to hear what else they would share
with us regarding their long-tempered faith in God and
Christ resurrected. These families invited us into their
homes and lives, adopting us as one would an orphan,
tending to all our needs both earthly and infinite. When
social gatherings took place at the church, we were
welcomed with open arms.
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Nita joined a quilters club, where the women would
get together and hand-stitch blankets—both to donate
to the needy as well as to enjoy a simple hobby. While
there, the age-old quilting and needlework skills were
passed from one generation to another, and soon Nita
was making blankets of her own. As she quickly
discovered, however, the club of blanket-stitchers hadn’t
merely been established for the purpose of sewing.
Casual conversations about parenting, God, and family
values were inevitably brought up during the quilting
sessions, giving Nita great insight on motherhood and
marriage—without ever having being directly called
aside and talked to with a waggling of a finger. When she
had questions about God or theology, she felt free to ask
without feeling like all eyes were on her, since the ladies
were all there to visit, not to proselytize. (Sadly, many
of these wonderful and innovative mentoring clubs are
gone from the church, having been replaced with more
formal, categorical Bible study groups. Whereas today’s
groups most definitely do have an immense value to
young believers, and many would feel lost without such
study groups, the social atmosphere of yesteryear’s clubs
and circles were frequently less intimidating to new
believers. Additionally, they provided an environment
of spontaneous chatter, which led to friendship, which
bred a kind of mentorship that lasted. If new believers
today felt they had a friendship with someone beyond
the boundaries of just what the Bible says, they might
find themselves later having more ties back to the faith
when the hype of their conversion has waned or when
tension within the church body drives them away. Alas,
I am sad that these kinds of mentorship groups are nearly
but a memory in this country.)
I found many ways of connecting to the men in social
settings, and their approach to this simple “anyone
can be saved no matter who they were before” Gospel
ministered to me deeply in ways that I would take with
me for the rest of my life.
Needless to say, I gave my heart to the Lord alongside
Nita, and together, we began slowly plucking from our
hearts and home the things that distracted us from God’s
true purpose for us, whatever that was.
At home, we began to pray and read the Bible together,
which brought us closer than we had ever been.
Whenever we ran across a passage in Scripture that we
didn’t understand, we had multiple resources to reflect
upon the verses with, which only strengthened our faith
when we came together again with answers. Little Allie
[our eldest child, probably three or four years old at the
time] was enjoying church as well, and enjoyed a lot of
doting attention upon her every Sunday when she walked
through the doors wearing a frilly dress or earned a gold
star on a scribbly Sunday school coloring paper.
Many times on television or radio, Tom will reflect back on
those days when he appeared on the outside to be no more than
a “ragtag hippie with long, stringy hair and bellbottoms,” yet

this church in Amity didn’t even appear to notice what would
have been, at that time in history, a controversial “church
attire” on any given Sunday morning. As this testimony above
shows, they also didn’t bombard us with immediate questions
about the security of our eternal souls (an off-putting approach
to one who fears judgment and condemnation like we did).
Instead, they brought me into their social and craft circles,
taught me to stitch, shared many humorous and casual stories
about their lives and family that had seemingly nothing to do
with “religion,” and just…let me breathe. Only then did my
walls drop and I let these mentors guide me to eternal truth
and a righteous lifestyle patterned after Christ.
In other words, I was introduced to my Savior through the
unlikeliest of ways: learning to quilt.
When a Royal Family Kids camper comes to our facilities,
he or she is not met at the door with Bibles, verses to commit
to memory, “sinner’s prayers,” or “how to be saved” literature.
As wards of the state, these beautiful little boys and girls have
already been exposed to extreme circumstances that naturally
have them questioning (with or without cognitive awareness)
whether there is a God. In some cases, it’s not a leap to
assume that God would be compared to these kids’ “father
figure” concepts (and you can imagine how devastating that
would be in some cases).
Instead, they are brought into a fun-loving atmosphere
involving social activities, games, crafts, rock-climbing walls,
visits to “Pony Row” where our four-legged “celebrities” will
line up for treats, and a number of other events that leave a
lifelong mark on the memory of “that one time when they
were safe and happy.” From this casual-visit setting, questions
about God can be voiced without concern for judgment, and
true, Gospel witnessing occurs organically.
You might consider WPR to be, at least in part, the fruit
that was planted by the quilting club back in Amity. And
just as I was originally discipled through such an “out of
the box” method, we are making eternal differences for the
Kingdom of God in this, our “out of the box” ministry. This
is possible because of donors and sponsors like you who, like
Christ championed, showed you cared for “the least of these”
(Matthew 25:40). We value your support, certainly, but so
does our Savior.
Well, I think I hear the ponies and kids calling me. We’re
right in the middle of our summer camps at the time of this
writing, and I need to get back to it. But don’t miss my next
“Meanwhile, Back at the Ranch” article! I plan to bring you
some of these “quilt-club-Christianity” testimonies straight
to you readers! Maybe, if I’m lucky, I can get a hold of some
more letters from the kids…
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Be sure to “click” on the
filmstrip frames and watch all
of the new Whispering Ponies
Ranch
and
camp-focused
videos linked and pinned to the
corkboard on Page 22.
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THE HANDMAIDENS CONSPIRACY
—REVIEWED
Allie Anderson, Investigative Journalist
Did you know that the same Apostle Paul who “prohibited
women leaders in the Church” actually identified female
leaders and openly praised them in the same letters he
supposedly prohibited them? Did you know that all three
members of the Trinity, as evidenced in Scripture (both
Testaments), acknowledged and appointed women leaders,
preachers, and pastors?
Yeah…that happened. It’s all there in that glorious Book
called the Holy Bible. And yet, there is absolutely no
contradiction in the Word’s treatment of the subject, despite
popular interpretations that leave out proper scriptural context
(even if inadvertently).
Back by popular demand—and we mean demand—
Defender Publishing has chosen to rerelease its powerful
book by Donna Howell, The Handmaiden’s Conspiracy:
How Erroneous Bible Translations Hijacked the Women’s
Empowerment Movement Started by Jesus Christ and
Disavowed the Rightful Place of Female Pastors, Preachers,
and Prophets.
Wow. What a mouthful—all in one title! Take a minute to
let that sink in…because as much “pow” as that title has, this
short-read, unintimidating book covers so much more than
the historical development of what scholars have otherwise
generically termed “the women’s issue” (a woman’s right
to preach, teach, pastor, etc., in the Church, based on
interpretations of Paul’s prohibitions in his Corinthian and
pastoral epistles).
Although this work was never placed out of print, world
circumstances outside of our control caused this title to

“float under the radar” at first while we prioritized responses
to COVID, the death of Billy Graham, and other breaking
news. Meanwhile, Handmaidens, far from being buried and
forgotten, caught unexpected attention and kindled a slow
burn. Between now and then, more and more personalities
in the Church have become aware of this groundbreaking
title, and the unprecedented interest in “the women’s issue”
from certain denominations of the modern Church world
have demanded that this book earn another release with a
brand-new promotional package. I personally feel compelled
to give it my “product review” focus this month for a couple
reasons.
First: Women in the church can sometimes be viewed in
a wrong light—not as the strong, able-bodied, intelligent
counselors God made us to be. This is especially true
when radical feminism (which this book strongly opposes)
represents only two options for the woman whom the Holy
Spirit calls into His work: 1) stay silent and hope that this
situation will someday be fixed; or 2) stomp in, grab the
mic, and demand that the men give us “our rightful place”
alongside them. As Donna correctly explains in the opening
of her book, neither of these options are going to amount to
much success…and there’s the possibility that either option
will hurt the cause of the true equality in leadership that God,
Himself, put into place as evidenced in Scripture.
Second: We are now a few months into the airing of our
new program, Simply His, which has already, in only this
short time, served to go deeper into Christian women’s issues
than anything else on the screen today channeled toward the
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feminine gender. I can’t think of a better pairing with our show
than this book by Howell, as it tackles some serious, tough,
and unabashedly intense women’s issues of our contemporary
Christian world. At the top of this list are the controversial
“prohibition Scriptures” from the hand of Paul that appear to
silence women in teaching, preaching, and pastoring roles.
We, the hosts of the Simply His show, deeply wish to inspire
women (and men) to reach the lost and encourage the found,
which means serving in the area of one’s calling. After all,
the primary directive of the Church established by Jesus is to
“Go ye therefore, and teach all nations, baptizing them in the
name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost”
(Matthew 28:19). If we get hitched up on our ability to follow
this simple order, our efficacy as Christians is completely
lost.
A female leader in the Body of Christ today is likely (and
unfortunately) going to be met with some resistance and/or
confrontation due to popular (mis)interpretations of Paul’s
words to the fledgling Christian churches of the first century.
These elucidations, though often delivered from very sincere
followers of the Lord, frequently stem from the Bible in
English, as well as through the lens of Western culture,
instead of from Paul’s original Greek words in the context of
the Greco-Roman culture he was addressing when he wrote
the letters in the first place.
Howell, whose degree is in theology and biblical studies,
gathered feedback and materials from literally thousands of
history’s most respected theologians and scholars in order
to compile this book—which is a well-balanced response
to the question regarding the woman’s role in ministry that
dependably responds to voices from both sides of the debate.
However, most importantly, what does God, Himself, have to
say on the issue? The book’s back cover bravely asks: “What
influence did [Christ] have upon women, and what statements
did His words and actions make in relation to gender equality?
Is it possible that while Jesus Christ, Himself, recognized
appropriate gender roles, He also intentionally began the first
Women’s Empowerment Movement? As sensational as this
may sound, the proof is in the Word of God, and in the proper
contextual analysis of it.”
In The Handmaidens Conspiracy, Howell helps readers to:
• Follow the cultural and historic backdrop behind Paul’s
words in 1 Corinthians and 1 Timothy and understand
more accurately what he was responding to when the
epistles were written.
• Discover what the original Greek nouns and adjectives
meant in Paul’s greeting orders (such as “deacons,”
“overseers,” “supervisors,” and in one case, “apostle”!),

the women that he was both commissioning and
commending as fellow ministers of his own circle
(Phoebe, Priscilla, Junia, and several others who were
suddenly equal to men in ministerial commission), and
the misleading translational and interpretational errors
that continuously assist in perpetuating an erroneous
concept that women should always remain silent in the
work of Christ.
• Observe the Principle of Internal Consistency (the
rule that the Bible cannot disagree with itself) at play
throughout repeated accounts of Scripture openly
describing women preaching, teaching, prophesying, and
leading with powerful voices in the Body of Christ—
and Saint Peter’s acknowledgment that this very activity,
foretold in Joel 2:28, began on the Day of Pentecost.
• Reflect upon the women Jesus knew, both from Scripture
as well as in person, and the groundbreaking, permanent
changes He made regarding their rights, their value, and
their role in delivering His message to the world.
• Revisit and refine some ancient, yet inaccurate, ideas
the Body of Christ has had regarding the Bible’s most
talked-about women, such as: Eve, whose role in the
Fall is indisputable but highly misunderstood; Mary,
the mother of Christ, who many don’t realize could be
viewed as one of the most tenacious, powerful spiritual
warriors in Scripture; Mary Magdalene, who was never a
prostitute (Pope Gregory got this misconception started);
Judge Deborah, who was God’s chosen national spiritual
and judicial leader over all of Israel (including the men);
Prophetess Huldah, who was a respected preacher and
teacher to Israel; and others, whose importance has been
downplayed and suppressed in order to maintain the
more popular (but flawed) interpretations of how women
should remain quiet in ministry.
• Understand why the prohibition of women as equals
in leadership is not only unbiblical, it is actually doing
harm to the Church today.
This book is seriously packed, and I could write for another
three thousand words about what topics it covers, but it
would still be a mere tip of the gargantuan iceberg. For now,
I would like to draw your attention to what Howell illustrates
in Chapter 5 of her work, regarding what a woman was made
to be from the very beginning, and what implications Jesus’
words may have on restoring spousal relations to a pre-Fall
ideal. The truth is so encouraging!:
In Genesis 2:18 we read, “And the Lord God said, ‘It
is not good that the man should be alone; I will make
him an help meet for him.’” Most modern translations
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choose instead the words “a helper suitable [or “fit”]
for him.” In our current world, “helper” is commonly
associated with the toddler in Sunday school who earns
a gold star for picking up all the crayons. It’s really no
wonder that some women cringe when this verse is
referenced from the pulpit, as our culture treats it as a
marginal or subordinate position in a relationship: man
as the delegator, woman as the delegated. Yet, to the
original Old Testament Hebrew audience, it held a far
greater importance as it pointed to the woman as a wise
counselor, a person of power and strength.
The Hebrew word here is ezer, and it never refers to a
subordinate or inferior anywhere in the Old Testament.
Not once. In fact, it can at times refer to a superior.
Though it does translate to “one who helps,” it’s
interesting to note that its prevailing use—seventeen out
of twenty-one times!—is as a reference to God, Himself.
David wrote in Psalm 121:1: “I will lift up mine eyes
unto the hills, from whence cometh my ezer” (see also:
Psalm 10:14, 30:10, 54:4, 70:5, 72:12, 121:2). Clearly, God
is not subordinate or inferior in any way. In the context
of Psalm 121, David is saying that he needs God and
depends upon Him. When the Lord said, “It is not good
that the man should be alone,” and then followed it by
creating an ezer for Adam, it was because man needed
the power and strength of a woman who would “rule”
or “have dominion” together with him—not rule or have
dominion over him, but with him.…

When Jesus taught on the subject of marriage in
Matthew 19:4–6, He chose to focus on the relationship
that was established prior to the Fall when He quoted
Genesis 2:24. He could have chosen instead to quote
from the post-Fall [superior/inferior] relationship order
(Genesis 3:16 [“thy husband…shall rule over thee”]), but
by realigning His listeners to the pre-Fall relationship,
He was placing His own approval on the perfect design
established before sin corrupted it.
In this work, Howell not only empowers women to pursue
their calling within the Body of Christ, but does so with
balance, vast and credible research, and in preservation of
scriptural integrity. For women (or men) who have struggled
to understand the nature, context, or surrounding culture of
Paul’s prohibition, this book will help to clarify and liberate
a woman to embrace her true ministerial role.
Handmaiden’s Conspiracy by Howell can also serve to
strengthen relationships: providing strong research which
can help men and women come together in clarity regarding
Paul’s prohibition, allowing women to freely embrace all
God has for them, and empowering their male counterparts
to endorse them as couples embark upon this ministerial
journey together.
While supplies last, we are offering it in a package deal
with Dark Covenant and a DVD of our show tapings on that
title, available now through SkyWatchTVStore.com.

“Click” This Link For The Handmaidens
Conspiracy Collection Official Promo Video!
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HE ALTH STR ATEGY
Daniel Belt, CHHC, Edens Essentials PDM
Whose responsibility is it to make sure we are healthy and
strong? Who is accountable? For too long we have given
over the duty of taking care of our own health and unfairly
put that account upon doctors.
In truth, many folks who go into medicine chose their
careers because they wanted to help people. In addition,
many were educated and trained in preceding decades,
when the nutritional value of our food was still declining
and hadn’t yet bottomed out—while the practice of adding
dangerous ingredients to our food was on the rise, and the
need for alarm hadn’t yet surfaced. In other words, they’re
still catching up to the dire nutritional bankruptcy most
patients today are suffering.
We can see an example of this through the story of Joe
Horn’s daughter who, several years ago, began to suffer
chronic urinary tract infections (UTIs). Their doctor at the
time (a Western medical professional they greatly respected;
this was before they embarked on their natural health journey)
gave her repeated rounds of antibiotics. (They were not
aware at the time that this treatment damages the gut flora,
lowering the immune system in the long run.) Each time,
the UTI would return in a couple of months. As they began
to explore natural healthcare, they discovered D-mannose, a
natural element that comes from the soil and used to be found
in our food. (Incidentally, it is likewise found in cranberries,
which explains the practice of taking cranberry supplements
for UTI prevention. Many who suffer from chronic UTIs
have found success in a D-mannose regimen, as it binds to
bacteria in the bladder, disabling its ability to cling to tissue,

thus causing it to be expelled in urination.)
Because of over-farming, we suffer a deficiency of this vital
substance. When Joe and Katherine began to supplement
their daughter’s diet with D-mannose, the infections stopped.
However, when they took the supplement to the doctor they
thought so highly of, she said she had never even heard of
it. This type of nutritional shortage in our food creates a
certain brand of sabotage to the success of today’s doctors.
They not only have to contend with the health epidemics that
are ravaging our society, but they’re also expected to offer
expertise regarding all the ever-changing shortcomings of our
food supply—all while diagnosing any correlation between
the two. Then, they’re further expected to individualize this
gap to every patient in order to reverse and prevent related
disease patterns.
Additionally, physicians are often accused of being
“ignorant,” “money-hungry,” or just plain “stupid” when
they’re unable to diagnose the cause of ambiguous illnesses.
But these symptoms are almost always byproducts of
deeper issues, often perpetuated by continued (albeit often
unintentional) poor health decisions. The adaptable human
body keeps on trying to stave off the onslaught, perpetually
morphing its response to toxins, pollutants, sedentary
lifestyles, and nutritional deficiencies. This causes a huge,
ever-growing variance in physical manifestations, which is
why “new” conditions, disorders, and diseases are always
being discovered. Even when sophisticated equipment can
pinpoint a particular illness, all that does is provide a label;
it gives little or no insight to the central problem.
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In the midst of these clashing circumstances stands the
Western medical professionals. They are only human.
Often, they are overwhelmed (with all the issues discussed
here and a plethora more), and this is before the size of their
caseload is even brought into the discussion. Many live oncall, day and night, and do what they do just because they
care. Frequently, they simply don’t have the right tools. They
follow the protocols they’ve learned during their medical
training (an education which, by the way, leaves them with
enough debt to offset their seemingly disproportionately
high salaries). Because new medical conditions keep being
discovered, they must roll with an ever-evolving knowledge
base.
Dr. Zach Bush is a physician who specializes in
endocrinology, metabolism, and internal medicine. He has
expertise in hospice and palliative care, and is the director
of the M Clinic in Virginia and author of numerous articles
in respected, peer-reviewed medical journal articles. He is
an outspoken authority on the emerging evidence linking
chemical pesticides and modern pharmaceutical practices
with the current, widespread health epidemic. As for
the situation facing physicians who are contending with
this crisis, he explains, most doctors won’t reflect on this
time in terms of medical procedures, but, rather through
relationships that they have made along the way. Dr. Bush
describes the disillusionment doctors experience when they
learn they don’t have all the tools they need to provide good
healthcare:
[Physicians are] never going to tell you about the
science…about the drugs. They’re going to tell you
about…relationships they had with their patients… [but
that gets overwhelmed by the fact that] we’ve been given
a bad toolbox to take care of people…[and because of
this fail] at our ability to…improve the quality of health
of our patients.
We believe we need to restore honor to the physicians
serving our society by realizing that they cannot make people

better. They merely respond to our symptoms—and try to
alleviate them to improve our quality of life. We have to
realize that while doctors are good resources, our healthcare
starts in our own hands, long before we ever place it in the
hands of professionals.
As patients, we tend to pigeonhole doctors into one of two
positions: 1) as an unquestionable authority who speaks a
protocol that we must follow precisely and whom we blame
when we don’t get well; or, 2) as an enemy because the
treatment is—for whatever reason—unsuccessful. But if we
think this way, we’re viewing these specialists in the wrong
light. Doctors are resources we can turn to in our pursuit
of good health. Many of us expect them to “play God,” but
that’s a game they can never win.
When physicians do fail, we often blame them for being
inadequate or even uncaring. The truth is, in a perfect
world, the pharmaceutical industry would be restructured
to make consumers more aware of the shortcomings and
side effects of its products; food would be grown under the
safest and healthiest of circumstances and free of dangerous
ingredients; medical training would be amended to include
preventative care rather than just the treatment of symptoms;
and profiteering at the expense of people’s health would be a
thing of the past.
But this isn’t the world we live in—yet. While we exist in
the realm of obstacles like the ones we’ve mentioned here, it’s
vital that we take charge of our own preventative care. For
those who are already sick, there is hope for reversing disease
or managing your illness or condition to yield a higher quality
of life. For those who are not ill, we can’t stress enough the
importance of becoming proactive about your health—now—
to ensure the blessing of wellness in your future.
This article includes some material excerpted from a
collaborative work by Joe Horn and Daniel Belt: Unlocking
Eden. To read more and gain additional assistance in how
one may become more proactive about his or her health,
“click” below to get your copy of Unlocking Eden today.
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product catalog
The Edens Essentials selection of supplements are the result of our endeavor to
have the most ef fective, exceptionally valued suppor t availabe for the balanced health
and well - being of our families and friends. The ex tensive, highly detailed, and diligent
scrutiny of each ingredient and process involved in the development of ever y product
we of fer is the only reasonable way to have achieved this goal.
In of fering these products to you, Edens Essentials urges your consideration of the
recommended dosages, and how each supplement could ef fect or relate to your current
health maintenance plan, including any medications you may be taking.
• The statements made regarding these products have not been
evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.
• The ef ficacy of these products has not been confirmed by FDA-approved research.
• These products are not intended to diagnose, treat , cure, or prevent any disease.
If you have questions, comments or concerns, you can feel free to contact us
via email at info@edensessentials.com or by calling us at 800 - 652-7168 and one of
our experienced team members will help you promptly.
We look for ward to ser ving you!

Selected Edens Essentials and RETURN TO EDEN Content Links:

Processed Foods, Pesticides,
Environmental Conditions Destroying
Health? You Can Shield Yourself!

Why Are Americans Dying Of Infection At
A Greater Rate Than People Elsewhere?
KNOW WHY AND LIVE LONGER

Joe Horn and Daniel Belt Take a
Tour of an Edens Essentials Products
Manufacturing Partner’s Facilities

Charisse Parton & Joe Horn Join Us As We “Return To Eden”!

Charisse Parton & Joe Horn Welcome To “Return To Eden” (Part 2)

Daniel Belt, Joe Horn & Charisse Parton Healthy Living Products
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EDENS PROSTATE SUPPORT

Discover the power of premier quality nutrients for men. Fall in love with life again, up
your competitive edge, take charge of your goals and increase your appreciation of your
surroundings and all the people around you each day.
Edens Prostate Support is a premier quality, nutraceutical formula that provides
exceptional support for the prostate gland, including urinary tract health. It features three
key blends: ProstaBlend, PalmettoBlend and BetaBlend.
The key to happy, healthy life rests squarely on your nutritional foundation so that your
“CLICK” TO ORDER!
body, mind and soul can function at their best. The wise choice is to keep your nutritional
status at its peak every day with premier quality nutrition.
SKU: Prostate

60 Capsules

$26.99

EDENS FISH OIL

Feed your brain, support your joints and promote cardiovascular health with pure EPA/
DHA omega-3 fatty acids! EPA/DHA Marine Softgels offer natural docosahexaenoic
acid (DHA) and eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) from the original fish oil without molecular
distillation. Our cold filtration process does not require heavy manipulation, high heat
processing or the use of harsh solvents to separate the EPA and DHA. Finally, a pure,
all natural fish oil!
Our Fish Oil is purified fish oil that is naturally refined to remove contaminants and
“CLICK” TO ORDER!
saturated fatty acids to leave only healthy triglycerides as OMEGA-3 poly-unsaturated
fatty acids in the form of DHA and EPA. It is naturally preserved from oxidation using mixed tocopherol and
other appropriate antioxidants. The Fish Oil packaging process utilizes filtration and inert gas blanketing to
further ensure purity and preserve the product.
SKU: Fish

90 Capsules

$29.99

EDENS NAC+ WITH QUERCETIN

“CLICK” TO ORDER!

Edens NAC+Quercetin is a comprehensive, multi-nutrient nutraceutical formula that
promotes healthy inflammatory support and immune health.
This formula features several important nutraceutical agents. NAC (n-acetyl-l-cysteine)
promotes the endogenous production of glutathione which offers antioxidant support
and also promotes healthy respiratory support.
Quercetin provides flavonoids that offer support for immune function. Bromelain provides
active proteolytic enzymes. Aller Assist Blend is also included to provide a broad range
of biocompatible botanical agents for advanced nutritional support.
SKU: NAC

Is One Type Of Supplement Basically
The Same As All The Others?

90 Capsules

$31.99

Intermittent Fasting - Free Revolutionary
Health Hack, God’s Gift To You!
Change Your Health Today!

Is Sleep Actually Important?
If So, Why Is It So Significant?
Can’t I Just Get More Later?

Edens Essentials Essential Oils
Edens Essentials 100% pure essential oils are highly concentrated botanical oils and are never
adulterated. We source our ingredients by qualit y, not price, to ensure the best grade of aroma
therapeutic use.
Essential Oils Food Grade Statement: The essential oils identif ied as “Food Grade” are
considered Food Grade based on their listing in the Food Chemical Codex (FCC) and/or Gras
(Generally Regarded as Safe) status with the FDA . Food Grade means they are suitable for use
in cooking and f lavoring applications.
— Essential oils should never be ingested or taken orally undiluted. —
To make some of the more costly oils af fordable, we have blended them with jojoba oil.
Jojoba oil is a highly stable mix ture of wa x esters ex tracted from the seeds of the jojoba plant ,
Simmondsia chinensis. Due to the chemical structure of jojoba oil, it does not oxidize easily or
turn rancid (unlike other, less expensive oils) which makes it an excellent choice for blending
with our qualit y essential oils.
Applications: Massage is one of the most common applications of essential oils. The essential
oils are added at 1-3% into a carrier oil such as jojoba, sweet almond, or olive oil. Essential oils
are diluted into carrier oils or lotions and can be used as a daily par t of your routine. Adding
essential oils to baths are another excellent way to enjoy their benef its, however, all of the oils
should be diluted into a carrier oil (with the exception of lavender) before adding to the bath.
Burners and dif fusers are also a great way to enjoy the therapeutic proper ties of essential oils.
Usually the oils are used undiluted for this purpose. Other methods utilized to experience the
proper ties of essential oils include room sprays, saunas, inhalations, compresses, per fumer y,
and many more.
If you have questions, please contact us via email at info @edensessentials.com or by calling
us at 800 - 652-7168 and one of our experienced team members will help you promptly.

EDENS ESSENTIAL OILS STARTER KIT SPECIAL OFFER!

“ C L I C K ” A B O V E T O O R D E R , O R “ C L I C K ” I T E M S O N T H E L I S T B E L O W F O R I N F O R M AT I O N O N T H E M !

•

Clove Bud Essential Oil

•

Grapefruit Essential Oil		

•

Lavender Essential Oil		

•

Lemon Essential Oil		 • Orange Essential Oil

•

Peppermint Essential Oil

•

Rosemary Essential Oil		

SKU: Starter Kit

9 Bottles (1.0 Oz / 30 mL each)

•

•

Eucalyptus Essential Oil

Tea Tree Essential Oil
$99.00

Edens Essentials Essential Oils
CLOVE BUD ESSENTIAL OIL (eugenia

caryophyllata)

Clove Bud oil is derived from the buds of a cultivated evergreen tree. The flower buds
are removed from the tree, dried and steam distilled. Generally, small farmers do the
distillation and then sell the oil to collection centers. This well established system has
provided a respectable living to a large number of small farmers in Indonesia. It has
comforting, warming and stimulating properties and a spicy sweet aroma. Clove is a
powerful oil that should be well diluted for topical uses. Blends well with sweet orange,
cedarwood and peppermint and is a grounding base note in blends.
“CLICK” TO ORDER!
Possible Benefits: powerful antioxidant, anti bacterial, anti fungal, analgesic, antisceptic
Recommended Usage: For aromatherapy. Can be used diluted in a carrier oil for topical use.
Caution: If skin irritation occurs, discontinue use. Keep out of reach of children. Not for internal use. If
pregnant, suffering from any medical condition, or taking medication, consult a health care practitioner
before use.
SKU: Clove
1.0 Oz / 30 mL
$9.99
“Food Grade”

PINK GRAPEFRUIT ESSENTIAL OIL (citrus

paradisi)

The grapefruit (Citrus paradisi) tree is large, with glossy leaves, white flowers, and large
pale yellow fruit with pink flesh. It grows to about 30 feet tall. The fruit is harvested for
its juice and the peel is cold pressed for the essential oil, thereby minimizing waste. We
sourced Florida grown pink grapefruit oil for its sweeter aroma compared with yellow
grapefruit. It has uplifting, cleansing and refreshing properties and a fresh sweet citrus
aroma. This top note oil blends well with lavender, cedarwood and ylang ylang.
Possible Benefits: revives the mind, stimulates digestion, clears up congestion,
“CLICK” TO ORDER!
positive effects on mood, energizes, invigorating, encourages imagination, encourages
playfulness, overall sense of happiness
Recommended Usage: For aromatherapy. Can be used diluted in a carrier oil for topical use.
Caution: If skin irritation occurs, discontinue use. Keep out of reach of children. Not for internal use. If
pregnant, suffering from any medical condition, or taking medication, consult a health care practitioner
before use. Citrus oils are photosensitive (react to light).
SKU: Grapefruit
1.0 Oz / 30 mL
$9.99
“Food Grade”

ORGANIC EUCALYPTUS ESSENTIAL OIL (eucalyptus

globulus)

Eucalyptus (Eucalyptus globulus) oil is derived from the namesake tree that is a tall,
evergreen that grows to over 250 feet tall. Farmers collect the leaves that the tree sheds,
and they are steam distilled. This well established system has provided a respectable
living to a large number of small farmers in China. It has cooling, refreshing, and purifying
properties and a camphor like, woody aroma. This top note oil blends well with lavender,
lemon, and cedarwood.
Possible Benefits: natural insect repellent, decongestant, relieves muscle aches and
“CLICK” TO ORDER!
pains, shingles, purifies air, improved concentration, antibacterial
Recommended Usage: For aromatherapy. Can be used diluted in a carrier oil for topical use.
Caution: If skin irritation occurs, discontinue use. Keep out of reach of children. Not for internal use. If
pregnant, suffering from any medical condition, or taking medication, consult a health care practitioner
before use.
SKU: Eucalyptus
1.0 Oz / 30 mL
$9.99
“Food Grade”
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Edens Essentials Essential Oils
ORGANIC LAVENDER ESSENTIAL OIL (lavendula

angustifolia)

Bulgarian lavender (Lavendula angustifolia) is known amongst aromatherapists and
perfumers as the finest and most therapeutic of all lavenders. It is steam distilled from
the flowering tops and has a slightly different characteristic scent that is only found in
lavender grown in the unique climate and soil conditions in Bulgaria. One of the most
versatile oils, it blends well with all other oils and is safe to use undiluted. Its properties
include balancing, soothing and calming, among many others.
Possible Benefits: calming, mood, anxiety and depression, anti-bacterial, anti-fungal,
“CLICK” TO ORDER!
improved sleep, PMS pain and tension, headaches and migraines
Recommended Usage: For aromatherapy. Can be used diluted in a carrier oil for topical use.
Caution: If skin irritation occurs, discontinue use. Keep out of reach of children. Not for internal use. If
pregnant, suffering from any medical condition, or taking medication, consult a health care practitioner
before use.
SKU: Lavender
1.0 Oz / 30 mL
$19.99
“Food Grade”

ORGANIC LEMON ESSENTIAL OIL (citrus

limonum)

The lemon (Citrus limonum) tree is native to India but is now widely cultivated in
California, Florida, and several other parts of the world. The oil is cold pressed from
the peel of the fruit that is cultivated using sustainable farming methods. Lemon oil has
refreshing, cleansing, and tonifying properties, and a fresh, citrus aroma. This top note
oil blends well with lavender, rosemary and ylang ylang.
Possible Benefits: stimulates immunity, nourishes creativity, uplifting and invigorating,
encourages imagination, promotes a happy mood, relieves anxiety and depression,
“CLICK” TO ORDER!
respiratory problems
Recommended Usage: For aromatherapy. Can be used diluted in a carrier oil for topical use.
Caution: If skin irritation occurs, discontinue use. Keep out of reach of children. Not for internal use. If
pregnant, suffering from any medical condition, or taking medication, consult a health care practitioner
before use. Citrus oils are photosensitive (react to light).
SKU: Lemon
1.0 Oz / 30 mL
$10.99
“Food Grade”

ORGANIC ORANGE ESSENTIAL OIL (citrus

“CLICK” TO ORDER!

sinensis)

Like other citrus oils, orange oil is cold pressed from the peel of the fruit. There are many
varieties of orange trees grown all over the world. We have chosen sweet orange (Citrus
sinensis), for its fresh and fruity aroma. This popular oil is refreshing and uplifting, but
also used for relaxing. Orange is a top note oil that blends well with lavender, ylang
ylang, and cinnamon leaf.
Possible Benefits: settles digestive distress, invigorating, energizing, anti-inflammatory,
antiseptic, encourages positive emotions
Recommended Usage: For aromatherapy. Can be used diluted in a carrier oil for

topical use.
Caution: If skin irritation occurs, discontinue use. Keep out of reach of children. Not for internal use. If
pregnant, suffering from any medical condition, or taking medication, consult a health care practitioner
before use. Citrus oils are photosensitive (react to light).
SKU: Orange
1.0 Oz / 30 mL
$8.99
“Food Grade”
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Edens Essentials Essential Oils
ORGANIC PEPPERMINT ESSENTIAL OIL (mentha

“CLICK” TO ORDER!

piperita)

Peppermint (Mentha piperita) is steam distilled from the whole flowering herb. Ours
is grown and distilled by farmers near the Himalayas in northern India. The majority of
peppermint oil is used in the flavor and toothpaste industries. It is a refreshing oil with
energizing and stimulating properties. This dominating top note has an herbally, menthol
aroma with sweet undertones. It blends well with rosemary, lavender, and tea tree.
Possible Benefits: nausea, headache relief, bug repellant, clear sinuses, pain reliever,
joint pain reliever, irritable bowel syndrome, energizing, cut cravings, ADHD, coughs
Recommended Usage: For aromatherapy. Can be used diluted in a carrier oil for

topical use.
Caution: If skin irritation occurs, discontinue use. Keep out of reach of children. Not for internal use. If
pregnant, suffering from any medical condition, or taking medication, consult a health care practitioner
before use.
SKU: Peppermint
1.0 Oz / 30 mL
$10.99
“Food Grade”

ORGANIC ROSEMARY ESSENTIAL OIL (rosemarinus

“CLICK” TO ORDER!

officinalis)

A native of the Mediterranean, Rosemary (Rosemarinus officinalis) is an aromatic shrub
in which the leaves and stems are steam distilled to produce the oil. The primary active
therapeutic component in rosemary is cineole which usually comprises 40-50% of the
oil. It has stimulating, clarifying, and cleansing properties. This powerful middle note has
a fresh camphoracous aroma and blends well with lavender, cedar wood, and tea tree.
Possible Benefits: indigestion, digestive distress, promote relaxed and calm breathing,
revitalize thought, increased focus, detoxifying
Recommended Usage: For aromatherapy. Can be used diluted in a carrier oil for

topical use.
Caution: If skin irritation occurs, discontinue use. Keep out of reach of children. Not for internal use. If
pregnant, suffering from any medical condition, or taking medication, consult a health care practitioner
before use.
SKU: Rosemary
1.0 Oz / 30 mL
$10.99
“Food Grade”

ORGANIC TEA TREE ESSENTIAL OIL (melaleuca

alternifolia)

Tea Tree (Melaleuca alternifolia) is a small tree or shrub native to Australia that has
been used medicinally by Aborigines for thousands of years. It is cultivated in large
plantations and the oil is steam distilled from the leaves and stems. It has a wide variety
of uses, as well as cleansing, purifying, and uplifting properties. This top note aroma
is distinctly medicinal and camphoracous, and it blends well with lavender, clove, and
eucalyptus.
Possible Benefits: acne, bacterial infections, chickenpox, cold sores, congestion,
“CLICK” TO ORDER!
respiratory tract infections, earaches, fungal infections, halitosis, head lice, psoriasis,
dry cuticles, insect bites, sores and sunburns, boils from staph infections
Recommended Usage: For aromatherapy. Can be used diluted in a carrier oil for topical use.
Caution: If skin irritation occurs, discontinue use. Keep out of reach of children. Not for internal use. If
pregnant, suffering from any medical condition, or taking medication, consult a health care practitioner
before use.
SKU: TeaTree
1.0 Oz / 30 mL
$10.99
Non “Food Grade”
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Edens Essentials Personal Care
EDENS ARGAN & HEMP CONDITIONING SHAMPOOS
•

16 FL OZ. / 480 ML

An indulgent conditioning shampoo perfect for restoring shine and smoothness
to dull, dry hair. Argan and Hemp Oils nourish hair for strength and protection
against the elements. Safe for chemically or color-treated hair.
Available in your choice of THREE different scents:
•
•
•

“CLICK” TO ORDER!

Unscented
		
Tea Tree and Peppermint		
Lemongrass and Eucalyptus

SKU: ShampooUNS
SKU: ShampooTTP
SKU: ShampooLE

$18.99
$18.99
$18.99

EDENS COCONUT CHARCOAL & WHITE LAVA
EXFOLIATING BODY WASHES
•

8 FL OZ. / 240 ML

The wonders of activated Charcoal and White Lava are the basis of this incredibly
mild, full foaming exfoliating wash. The scrubbing action of White Lava particles
suspended throughout this wash gently buff and polish dry, tired skin. Activated
Coconut Charcoal draws toxins from the skin for a deep cleansing experience.
Feel rejuvenated with every use. Natural based surfactants cause the foaming
“CLICK” TO ORDER!
action – with no sodium lauryl sulfate. This makes for a wonderfully effective,
natural based product perfect for all skin types.
Available in your choice of THREE different scents:
•
•
•

Unscented
		
Pink Grapefruit			
Bergamot and Lime 		

SKU: BodyWashUNS
SKU: BodyWashPG
SKU: BodyWashBL

$16.99
$16.99
$16.99

EDENS ARGAN & ALOE BODY THERAPY LOTIONS

Pamper your skin with the nurturing benefits of Argan Oil, Aloe, Shea Butter, Jojoba Oil
and Organic Green Tea. This delightful lotion absorbs right into the skin without leaving
a greasy feeling, yet provides the “glide” of a deeply penetrating moisturizer. It conditions
your skin while it moisturizes and softens. Best part? - it stays on even through hand
washing.
Available in your choice of TWO different scents:
“CLICK” TO ORDER!

•
•

SKU: LotionUNS
SKU: LotionLAV

Unscented
French Lavender

8.0 Oz
8.0 Oz

$16.99
$16.99

EDENS CHAPSTICKS

Nourish and protect your lips with an all-natural lip treatment. A blend of nature’s best
oils is combined with wildcrafted African Shea Butter to create a protective seal and
nurture sensitive lip tissue. The long-wearing power of this lip balm helps it stay put
through swimming, eating and drinking. Say goodbye to dry, chapped lips and hello to a
soft, supple, kissable smile!
Available in your choice of TWO different flavors:
“CLICK” TO ORDER!

•
•

Coconut
Strawberry

			
			

SKU: ChapCOC
SKU: ChapSTW

$2.99
$2.99

EDENS SHAVE CRÉME

A non-foaming, moisturizing conditioning creme to
facilitate and support the best shaving experience
ever! Loaded with oils such as Coconut, Tamanu,
Borage, Sesame and Avocado to hydrate while
Oatmeal and Vitamins E and B5 help to soothe
and heal skin. Shaving never felt so good!
“CLICK” TO ORDER!

SKU: Shave

8.0 Oz

$16.99

Edens Essentials
edensessentials.com

EDENS WOMEN’S BALANCE

“CLICK” TO ORDER!

Healthy hormone balance is critical for every woman to ensure optimal health. Taking
a daily female botanical formula with premier quality nutrients is a wise and essential
choice in today’s stressful environment.
Women’s Balance is a natural estrogen support formula for both women and men. It
features a comprehensive botanical formula for healthy hormone support. This formula
includes DIM (Diindolylmethane), a compound naturally found in cruciferous vegetables
such as broccoli. DIM helps promote healthy estrogen metabolism and cell cycle activity.
Womens Balance contains multiple botanical bends for optimum support.
SKU: WomensBalance

60 Capsules

$20.99

EDENS MEN’S VITALITY

Men’s Vitality is a botanical-based formula that promotes premier performance and
strength. This formula features LJ100® Tong- Kat Ali (a unique patented, aqueous
extract of eurycoma). Eurycoma longifolia, also known as Tongkat Ali or Long Jack‚ has
been shown to support sports performance and muscular strength in adult males during
intensive strength training programs as well as supporting healthy cortisol levels after
endurance exercise.
SKU: MensVitality

“CLICK” TO ORDER!

45 Capsules

$23.99

EDENS FERMENTED BEETS

Edens Fermented Beets provides a 100% fermented, organic whole beet root powder
that delivers a potent, bioavailable source of naturally occurring dietary nitrates. As we
age, we become less efficient in the production and conversion of nitrates to nitric oxide
and thus, our nitric oxide levels naturally decline.
Nitric oxide has been widely reported to
play a critical role in supporting a healthy
cardiovascular system as well as promoting
“CLICK” TO ORDER!
energy, maintaining heart health, supporting
blood circulation, and promoting healthy blood pressure already
within the normal range. Nitric oxide is produced by the inner
lining of the blood vessels called the endothelium and acts as
a messenger molecule to promote healthy vasodilation and
constriction to support oxygen levels in the blood.
Fermented beets are recognized by science as one of the
Return To Eden:
Heart Health
healthiest vegetables on the planet and help promote healthy gut
microbiota and metabolic activity.
SKU: Beets

6.3 Oz

$24.99

EDENS HEART

•  Multi-nutrient formula provides cardiovascular support
•  Supports cellular energy production
•  Naturally fermented CoQ-10. Fat soluble in its most bioavailable form
•  Supports cardiovascular health
•  PhytoChemical Profile Verified (PCPV)
•  Tested for identity, purity, strength and composition
Edens Heart is a targeted nutraceutical formula that promotes vital cardiovascular health.
“CLICK” TO ORDER!
This product features premier quality coenzyme Q-10 (50 mg/cap) which is derived from
a natural fermentation process (not synthetic CoQ-10). This form of CoQ-10 is fat-soluble and is identical to
the CoQ-10 that is naturally produced by cells in the body. Live-source, “trans” isomer CoQ-10 is preferred
to synthetic, “cis” isomer CoQ-10 in long term use. CoQ-10 is an essential nutrient that is a vital component
of cellular energy production. CoQ-10 is an important part of the mitochondrial electron transport system
and supplies cellular energy support to all cells of the body. CoQ-10 especially supports the heart muscle
and other bodily tissues that have high energy needs. Edens Heart also features two key nutraceutical
blends, CardioPlex and Cardio Essentials, which offer a broad range of biocompatible botanical agents with
a complex phytochemical profile for additional nutritional support.
SKU: Heart

60 Capsules

$29.95

EDENS PROTECTION

•  Contains Astaxanthin, a powerful carotenoid antioxidant, helps neutralize
free radicals
•  Supports cardiovascular, brain, eye and skin health
•  Is an algae-based Astaxanthin
•  Quality tested for identity, purity, composition, and strength
Edens Protection is a unique formula that features a selected range of valued botanicals
including natural algae-sourced astaxanthin, a potent, lipid soluble carotenoid antioxidant
“CLICK” TO ORDER!
that helps neutralize free radicals.
Astaxanthin will actually accumulate right in the membrane of the cell and the mitochondria where it can
provide key antioxidant support for the cell and its components. Astaxanthin has the highly beneficial and
unique property that it can quench free radicals by accepting or donating electrons without itself being
destroyed or becoming a pro-oxidant.
Astaxanthin delivers a wide range of benefits: it supports the health of the cardiovascular system, the eyes
and skin and is able to cross the blood-brain barrier to provide further support from oxidative stress.
This comprehensive formula also includes Asta-Active Blend, a botanical support blend composed of high
value herbal agents that offer a complex phytonutrient profile for added nutritional support.
SKU: Protect

60 Capsules

$35.95

EDENS BRAIN POWER

•  Memory, higher thinking, learning and attention support
•  Promotes sleep and mood
•  Promotes brain derived neurotrophic factor(BDNF)
This advanced brain support formula is the culmination of an emerging class of patent
pending botanical compounds scientifically formulated to target cerebral performanceboosting mental focus, attention, working memory, recall and recognition. Exciting
new research demonstrates these ingredients may significantly promote Brain-Derived
“CLICK” TO ORDER!
Neurotrophic Factors (BDNF) levels, clinically supporting the cognitive functions specific
to the ability to learn, manage information, focus and react. BDNF is a member of the neurotrophin family
of growth factors within the hippocampus, cortex and basal forebrain – areas vital to learning memory and
higher thinking.
Edens Brain Power is a new genre of world-class, full spectrum botanical ingredients combined together
in one formula to deliver the cognitive results you have been waiting for. Leading the list of these clinically
reviewed ingredients includes the well-researched, all-natural spearmint leaf, patented as Neumentix™,
coupled with an extract of whole fruit from the Coffea arabica plant, patented as NeuroFactor™. This
masterpiece is then anchored by a naturally fermented Choline L-Bitartrate (not the synthetic DL-tartaric
acid form) and Organic Rosemary Leaf (noted from ancient times to be associated with “remembrance”).
Never before has there been such an impressive lineup of all-natural ingredients.
SKU: Brain

120 Capsules

$31.99

EDENS VISION

•  Powerful eye, macula, and vision support formula
•  Natural sources of zeaxanthin and lutein. Powerful carotenoids stored in the
macula may promote the density and integrity of the macular pigment
•  Features researched eye support nutrients: natural-source lutein (from
marigold flowers) at 10 mg/cap and natural-source zeaxanthin (from marigold
flowers) at 2 mg/cap
•  Quality tested for identity, purity, composition, and strength where applicable
“CLICK” TO ORDER!
Vision is one of your most precious gifts in life, promote the health of your eyes today
with the most comprehensive antioxidant protection ever conceived. Lutein and Zeaxanthin are the two key
carotenoid pigments stored in the macula and may promote the integrity and density of the macular pigment
through their antioxidant properties. Increased intake of these carotenoids maintain healthy photoreceptor
function in the macula as well as supporting the health of the retina. The combination of Lutein and Zeaxanthin
promote full retinal health, photoreceptor health, and overall support for the macula. In addition to the
science-backed foundation of Zeaxanthin and Lutein, this proprietary nutraceutical formula also features
350mg of the botanical powerhouse, Eye Integrity Support Blend. Together, they supply a broad range of
biocompatible botanical agents which offer a complex phytochemical profile for additional nutritional support.
SKU: Vision

60 Capsules

$24.95

EDENS BLOOD SUGAR SUPPORT

•  Supports healthy blood sugar levels
•  Assists in proper insulin regulation
•  Can help support the pancreas and kidneys
Edens Blood Sugar Support is a broad-spectrum botanical formula designed to offer
comprehensive support for pancreatic health.
Digestive support and healthy blood sugar
levels that are already within the normal range
“CLICK” TO ORDER!
can be supported by Edens Essential’s secret
weapon: Indonesian cinnamon bark!
Cinnamon bark has had a long history of use in traditional
healthcare systems and has also been used in modern times
as a botanical supplement to target gastrointestinal health as a
digestive system aid. The use of cinnamon in nutritional formulas
can naturally target the pancreas and support healthy blood sugar
Support Healthy Blood Sugar Levels
levels.
The Natural Way!
SKU: Sugar

60 Capsules

$24.99

EDENS LEAN

•  Supports healthy body weight
•  Can assist with blood sugar
•  Helps with maintaining lean muscle
•  Can provide good, clean energy
This formula delivers a powerful group of world-class, full spectrum botanical ingredients,
herbal extracts and specialized nutritional agents – all combined together in one formula
that is designed to support healthy weight management, lean body mass and glycemic
“CLICK” TO ORDER!
metabolism.
Our Green Coffee Bean is standardized to contain a full 200 mg of chlorogenic acid per 2 capsules (one
serving). Chlorogenic acid is a naturally occurring component of the green coffee bean, which has antioxidantlike properties. Exciting new research shows the beneficial effects
of chlorogenic acid on body composition and metabolism. Green
Coffee Bean targets the body’s metabolic pathways to support
healthy glucose response.
Next this formula includes the thermogenic ingredient, Citrus
Aurantium extract, a patented extract called Advantra Z®. Clinical
studies show that the natural-source ingredient, Advantra Z®,
promotes thermogenesis and thus, supports healthy, safe weight
management as well as helping to sustain the ratio of lean muscle
to total body mass. Other studies show that it helps promote fat Help Control Weight And Blood Sugar Levels
breakdown. This should not be confused with synthetic forms of
The Natural Way God Designed!
synephrine which may have undesirable effects.
SKU: Lean

90 Capsules

$26.99

EDENS GREENS

•  Fermented whole foods to assist with digestion and elimination
•  A full spectrum of naturally occurring vitamins and minerals
•  Assistance to the body’s organs, including the liver and colon, in detoxification
•  Pre-digested nutrients which are more bioavailable, making them better
assimilated by the body
•  Prebiotic, probiotic, and postbiotic activity
Edens Greens is a complete whole-food formula that contains fermented organic barley
“CLICK” TO ORDER!
grass, fermented organic oat grass, fermented organic kale, and fermented organic
chlorella, among other superfoods. In addition to the grasses, dark leafy vegetables, herbs, and more, there
is a powerhouse of prebiotic, probiotic, and postbiotic activity. Edens Greens includes an amazing blend of
enzymes and probiotics in a fermented form to aid in normal digestion and elimination. This combination
works to provide your body with incredible nutrition and maximum bioavailability all while simultaneously
alkalizing and energizing your inner ecosystem.
SKU: Greens

150 Capsules

$27.99

Edens Essentials
edensessentials.com

* 8 0 0 -652-7168 *

EDENS SALT OF THE EARTH

Use Edens Salt of the Earth daily in place of regular table salt to add robust flavor to
foods and drinks for the whole family. Edens Salt of the Earth is a blend of two premium,
untreated, solar-dried sea salts which deliver critical trace elements.
The first hearty sea salt comes from the cool, blue, unpolluted waters of the Australian
Sea using the oldest method of obtaining salt: solar evaporation. Sea water is transferred
through a series of evaporation ponds, while the hot, dry climate and gentle breezes
hasten the evaporation process leaving behind only sparkling white salt crystals,
“CLICK” TO ORDER!
containing valuable trace elements (not found in regular table salt).
The second premium salt is pink Alaea Hawaiian sea salt. Over the centuries, this gourmet, solar-dried sea
salt has been traditionally mixed with health-promoting, pink Alaea clay from the Hawaiian islands, giving the
salt a slightly pink color, naturally dense in trace elements. It is known as a sacred health salt by the ancient
Hawaiians.
We do not use flowing or “anti-clumping” agents commonly added to regular table salt such as aluminum
hydroxide, refined sugar, stearic acid, sodium ferrocyanide, calcium phosphate and other undesirable
additives.
Since ancient times, salt has been revered as a precious mineral – once traded ounce per ounce for gold.
Salt has played an important role throughout history and was even used as currency in Roman times.
SKU: Salt

12 Oz

$14.99

EDENS ZINC

•  Vitally important for many of the body’s systems
•  Essential nutrient for immunity
•  Responsible for many of the body’s enzymatic processes
To maintain robust whole-body health, a full complement of essential micronutrients
is required. Essential micronutrients – including zinc – can be consumed through foods
such as nuts, leafy greens, and beans, as well as in supplement form. Micronutrients
offer critical support of the cell cycle and support maintenance of healthy muscle and
“CLICK” TO ORDER!
nerve function. Zinc plays an especially important role in these processes and is required
for the healthy function of hundreds of enzymes that facilitate metabolic processes in the body.
The immune system protects the body against pathogens and potentially damages foreign bodies. When
immune dysfunction occurs due to a zinc deficiency, restoring healthy levels of zinc can help support and
improve healthy cell function. This micronutrient supports both innate and adaptive immunity. To distinguish
between cells that are part of the body’s own healthy tissue and from those that are threats against the
immune system, immune cells communicate with one another. For this communication to be successful, the
immune cells must have healthy receptors. Ligands, which bind to
the outside of the receptor and allow it to be activated, are critical
to this process. Zinc interacts with many ligands to support this
cell signaling, an important component to healthy immune system
function.
Zinc is a critical micronutrient, but the type of zinc in supplements
can influence the impact on the body. Many zinc supplements on
the market are formulated with zinc oxide or zinc carbonate, which
are poorly absorbed and nearly insoluble. In contrast, Liquid Zinc
Assay is made with zinc sulfate heptahydrate, a hydrated form of
Why Zinc Is Vitally Important For Many Of
zinc sulfate, that is water soluble. This highly absorbable form of
The Body’s Systems
zinc is designed to provide healthy zinc supplementation.
SKU: Zinc

8 FL Oz

$17.99

EDENS D

•  Supports the immune system
•  Provides vital nutrition for happiness and mood
•  Essential support for bone
and heart health
Vitamin D is one of the most essential
nutrients for the human body because of its
role affecting a multitude of systems. Edens D3
“CLICK” TO ORDER!
serum offers 1,000 IU per serving of naturalsource Vitamin D3 as a fat-soluble liquid in a base of extra virgin
olive oil. D3 is the preferred form of vitamin D (not vitamin D2)
because it is better metabolized by the body. D3 Serum is also
without those chemical tagalongs such as magnesium stearate (a
Doctors Recommend Vitamin D
questionable excipient) or other chemical no-no’s.
During Pandemic
SKU: Edens D

.43 FL Oz

$14.99

EDENS C

•  Is a whole food Vitamin C formula
•  Vitamin C is a powerful antioxidant required in a vast array of the body’s
day to day function such as metabolism and the absorption of iron
•  Supports immune function.
•  Includes Acerola, Bilberry Fruit, and more
•  Without added Ascorbic Acid
•  PhytoChemical Profile Verified (PCPV)
“CLICK” TO ORDER!
Vitamin C is a water-soluble vitamin which
must be obtained through the diet. In human biochemistry, it acts
as a free radical scavenger and antioxidant while providing other
important health factors.
Unlike most Vitamin C products, Edens C is a potent, 100%
natural botanical Vitamin C formula without synthetic ascorbic acid
or calcium ascorbate. It features our premium whole food blends
of C Food Blend and C Food Support for optimal, full spectrum,
nutritional support. The total Vitamin C content in this formula is
from natural sources, including organic acerola, organic bilberry
Why The Need For Vitamin C?
fruit and more. This product delivers premier antioxidant power with
natural free radical quenching activity for optimal immune support.
SKU: EdensC

60 Capsules

$24.95

EDENS B COMPLETE

•  B vitamins play a key role in many of the body’s vital functions such as nerve,
brain, mood and energy production
•  B vitamins are essential for healthy skin and metabolism
•  Supports clarity and memory
•  Promotes cognitive function, heart
health and mood balance
B vitamins play important roles in nearly all
“CLICK” TO ORDER!
of the body’s functional systems. Some of the
wide-reaching supportive roles of B vitamins include the health
of the nervous system, support for liver, skin and hair as well as
maintaining muscle tone in the gastrointestinal tract. A sufficient
level of B vitamin intake is essential for maintaining adequate energy
metabolism, mood balance, hormone synthesis, hemoglobin Why Do You Need Vitamin B Is Explained By
formation and proper nerve cell impulse transmissions.
Experts At Edens Essentials
SKU: BComp

60 Capsules

$24.95

GIVE SOMEONE A GIFT CERTIFICATE!
— click here for info —

EDENS ONE

•  An ideal, all in one multi-nutrient formula for the whole family
•  A once living phytonutrient formula coming from whole foods
•  Provides daily support for energy, immunity and digestion
•  Is a Phytonutrient formula
•  Is Phytoforensic screened for adulterants
•  Is tested for identity, purity, strength, and composition
This ideal, daily nutritional formula for the entire family is a once-living phytonutrient
“CLICK” TO ORDER!
formula. This multivitamin provides broad spectrum, premier nutrition designed to
deliver a quantum shift in energy, health and vitality. We believe that a whole nutrient formula and its entire
biocompatible nutritional symphony is priceless in terms of supporting overall health. Thus, attempting to
measure a live-source formula on the same RDA scale as synthetics is really meaningless.
SKU: One

60 Capsules

$24.95

EDENS GLUTATHIONE

•  Detoxification support
•  Promotes liver health
•  Powerful antioxidant
Edens Glutathione contains glutathione GSH (the preferred reduced form) that delivers
effective antioxidant support and broad spectrum free radical quenching. It also supports
the detoxification process and promotes liver and immune health.
This product also contains the botanical blend, Phyto-Pro Support, which supplies a
“CLICK” TO ORDER!
broad range of biocompatible botanical agents which offer a complex phytochemical
profile for additional nutritional support.
SKU: Glutathione

60 Capsules

$23.99

EDENS STRESS ADAPT

•  This formula is designed to assist the adrenal glands. How the adrenals
function has wide ranging implications to a person’s overall health
•  Designed to support the body’s daily reactions to stress and anxiety
•  Broad spectrum of constituents to nourish the body and to help provide
energy
•  PhytoChemical Profile Verified (PCPV)
•  Tested for identity, purity, strength (where applicable), composition, and
“CLICK” TO ORDER!
quality
Edens Adapt is a premier quality, nutraceutical formula designed to support healthy adrenal glands. It is
a synergistic blend of super phytonutrients and adaptogenic herbs to support and strengthen the adrenal
glands like no other formula. It incorporates the latest Chinese research and the most recent clinical findings
producing the super potent cordyceps formula, Edens Adapt.
SKU: Adapt

60 Capsules

$24.95

EDENS METHYL B COMPLETE

•  Supports healthy methylation, neurological, cardiovascular and emotional
health
•  Contains choline, which supports synthesis of a key neurotransmitter,
supports cell membrane health as well cholesterol and fat metabolization
•  Contains fully activated methyl donors
•  Contains 5-methyltetrahydrofolate, B12 as methylcobalamin, choline bitartrate
and B6 as pyridoxal-5-phosphate
“CLICK” TO ORDER!
•  Is quality tested for identity, purity, strength, and composition
Edens Methyl-Pro supports healthy methylation, the process within the body where minerals, vitamins and
nutrients are converted into usable, absorbable forms. Since healthy methylation helps our bodies use and
absorb the maximum constituents from our nutrition, it should come as no surprise that methylation impacts
so many bodily functions including the nervous, cardiovascular, and immune systems. Healthy methylation
is also vital for assisting the body rid itself of heavy metals.
SKU: Methyl

60 Capsules

$24.95

OREGANO SUPREME

•  Provides support for the immune system
•  Is a Phenolic compound that has shown antimicrobial,
antifungal, and antibacterial properties
Need some help with immunity or maybe
an overgrowth of fungus? Edens Essentials
Oregano Supreme is a multi-layered
formula containing phenolic compounds
“CLICK” TO ORDER!
that have shown many antimicrobial, antifungal and antibacterial properties. This combination of
immune assisting botanicals is a good addition to a person’s
health protocol. Carvacrol, one of the compounds in oregano
that shows strong antioxidant function, can be a powerful
tool in supporting one’s immunity.
The Suprisingly Powerful
SKU: Oregano

90 Capsules

Properties Of Oregano

$14.99

ALOE VERA PLUS

•  Gives soothing relief for gastrointestinal distress
•  Promotes healthy bowel function and elimination
•  Supports digestion and detoxification
Stomach upset or colon issues? Engage the powerful healing properties of our Aloe
Vera Plus. This organic and wildcrafted botanical supplement is a strong addition to
aid your stomach as well as your digestive and elimination tracts. This gentle formula
supports the mucous membrane linings and the colon to help ease the bowels to promote
“CLICK” TO ORDER!
a healthy and clean body. By virtue of helping the mucous membrane linings, a person
could also find benefits in their sinus health. Aloe Vera Plus is a great product to provide support across a
multitude of systems in the body.
SKU: Aloe

60 Capsules

$23.99

LIVER DETOX

•  Supports proper detoxification of the liver
•  Helps to improve digestion and the regulation of fat
•  Improves metabolic function and weight control
Everyone needs a little help now and again, and that is especially true for our friend, the
liver. For a seemingly ever-increasing variety of reasons, everybody’s liver get’s burdened
over time. Liver Detox is a moderate support formula for cleansing and assisting the liver.
The liver has a multitude of jobs and is under a lot of stress from different sources, such
“CLICK” TO ORDER!
as environmental stress and toxins, so it would be good for us to give it a hand now and
again. This formula will aid with detoxification, proper metabolic function and help reduce oxidative stress.
The burden placed upon our organs over time is how we age, proper choices can help us turn back the clock.
SKU: Liver

90 Capsules

$16.99

COLON CLEAN

•  Assists with gastrointestinal distress
•  Detoxifies the colon
•  Improves overall bowel function
Edens Essentials Colon Clean is an organic
and wildcrafted botanical supplement meant to
support the colon and the natural elimination
process. This comprehensive formula is
“CLICK” TO ORDER!
designed to cleanse the colon of unwanted
matter and provide assistance in the healing process. Many of
today’s lifestyles make it difficult to maintain a healthy colon.
Processed food, environmental toxins and being sedentary put
a lot of stress on the body and our Colon Clean is a good way to
give it the support it needs.
SKU: Colon

90 Capsules

$14.99

Cleanse Your Body Of Environmental Toxins
And Heal Your Way To A Better Life

Edens Essentials CBD Products
EDENS ESSENTIALS PREMIUM BROAD SPECTRUM CBD E X TR ACTS
CBD is a power ful plant ex tract that has been used for wellness for thousands of
years. Our CBD is derived from a specif ic strain of plant containing one of many
cannabinoids that have a variet y of ef fects on our body’s endocannabinoid system.
In fact , we actually have receptors and compounds in our bodies that interact with
these naturally occurring compounds.
Not all natural ex tracts are created equally, and most cer tainly not all CBD is the
same. At Edens Essentials, we believe that if you want to create the best products
available, excellence must be a priorit y at ever y stage. With this as a guidepost ,
we can par tner with the right people and companies to achieve a high standard of
business. To fur ther our mission of creating the world’s best CBD products, we
choose our par tners ver y carefully. Af ter ex tensive due - diligence, Edens Essentials
decided to par tner with the broker of the largest grower, manufacturer and
distributor of plant- derived phy tocannabinoids in the U.S. This par tner makes the raw
compounds we use in our products.
Questions? Email us at info @edensessentials.com or call us at 800 - 652-7168
EDENS PREMIUM BROAD SPECTRUM CBD TINCTURES

•  Promote brain, nerve and hormonal health
•  Are THC free
•  Can support deep sleep and may provide protection against stress
and anxiety
•  Contain 1350mg per bottle, and 45mg per serving of Premium Broad
Spectrum CBD Extract
Premium Broad Spectrum CBD Tinctures formulated to provide potent support
“CLICK” TO ORDER!
in liquid format. The included measured dropper allowing for a customizable
and personalized dosage that is most suitable for a full variety of functions. Available in your choice of 3
different flavors:
•
•
•

EDENS CBD TINCTURE NATURAL 		
EDENS CBD TINCTURE MINT 			
EDENS CBD TINCTURE LEMON 		

SKU: CBDNat
SKU: CBDMint
SKU: CBDLemon

1.0 Oz / 30 mL
1.0 Oz / 30 mL
1.0 Oz / 30 mL

$89.95
$89.95
$89.95

EDENS PREMIUM BROAD SPECTRUM CBD SALVE

“CLICK” TO ORDER!

•  Localized pain relief from skin discomfort
•  Is THC free
•  Helps with tension, inflammation and muscle soreness
•  For individuals who are looking for a more natural way to relieve pain
•  500mg per jar
Support well-functioning joints with the help of our CBD Salve. A balanced combination
of phytocannabinoid-rich CBD oil, beeswax and aromatic essential oils helps soothe
muscles and support skin health.
SKU: CBDSalve

1.0 Oz

$49.99

EDENS PREMIUM BROAD SPECTRUM CBD SOFTGELS

•  Promotes brain, nerve and hormonal health
•  Is THC free
•  Can support deep sleep and may provide protection against stress and anxiety
•  750 mg per bottle
•  25 mg per serving
A carefully formulated and balanced provision of our Premium Broad Spectrum CBD
Extracts, for everyday support in convenient softgels.
“CLICK” TO ORDER!

SKU: CBDGel

30 Softgels

$59.95

EDENS MUSHROOMS

•  Offers wide ranging immune support from mushrooms which are fermented
to unlock the full potential of such nutrients as beta glucans
•  Their fermentation process means that this product supports digestion and
microflora with prebiotic fiber
•  Polysaccharides, which are what’s known as powerful immunomodulators,
help nourish and strengthen the body’s immune system
Edens Mushrooms Blend features six
“CLICK” TO ORDER!
different types of organically grown, premier
quality fermented mushrooms in their full-spectrum state.
This blend is ideal for maximum bioavailability, digestion and
absorption. Current research shows that the human immune
system can be given excellent support by using a mixture
of polysaccharides from several proven immunomodulating
mushrooms. The pre-digested, fermented organic mushrooms
in this product offer a vast array of naturally occurring vitamins,
minerals and immunomodulating polysaccharides.
Celebrate The Benefits Of Fermented
SKU: Shrooms

7.4 Oz

Mushrooms

$29.71

EDENS FERMENTED TURMERIC

•  Is fermented to unlock the full potential of this powerful herb
•  Supports a healthy inflammatory response as well as liver and cardiovascular
function
•  Has been shown to assist the body’s maintenance of proper blood sugar
levels
•  Maintains healthy digestion
Edens Fermented Turmeric is a revolutionary, highly absorbable probiotic-fermented
“CLICK” TO ORDER!
organic turmeric rhizome and organic fermented ginger powder in their full spectrum
state, cultivated with our partners signature probiotic-fermented delivery system. This provides maximum
bioavailability, digestion and absorption.
For centuries, turmeric has been the quintessential herb choice for
promoting liver health, maintaining healthy digestion, supporting a
healthy inflammatory response and cardiovascular health.
Turmeric naturally has a high concentration of active compounds
known as curcuminoids. Curcuminoids have poor water solubility and
poor permeability, which may result in low absorption rates in the gut
and can also limit its systemic availability. By fermenting both organic
turmeric and ginger with our unique probiotic culture, this process is
able to predigest the herbs’ naturally occurring compounds to deliver
the full spectrum of these highly desirable phytocomponents at their
The Power Of Fermented Turmeric To
full activity and in their most bioavailable forms.
Supercharge Your Health
SKU: Turmeric

4.7 Oz

$21.99
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